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Clear & cold
Tonight clear and cold with
scattered frost. Low in the
lower 30s. Light northwest
wind. Wednesday sunny and
warmer. High around 60.
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UNLV routs Duke to capture NCAA tourney
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DENVER (AP) — The University of NevadaLas Vegas routed Duke University 103-73 to
win its first NCAA basketball crown by the biggest margin in a championship game.
"It was one of those games you dream
about," UNLV coach Jerry Tarkanian said
Monday.
The Runnin' Rebels became the first team to
score more than 100 points in the championship:
the first team ranked No. 1 in the preseason to
win the title since 1982, and the first Western
team to win since UCLA in 1975.
The Rebels literally stole the title from Duke,

breaking the tournament record for steals in a
game with 16. Until Monday, the largest margin
of victory in a championship was 23 points,
when UCLA beat North Carolina 78-55 in 1968.
See related stories
in today's sports section
We lost to the best team in the country playing at their best," Duke coach Mike Krzyzewski
said. Duke has made the NCAA teurnament's
Final Four eight times without a title.

For Tarkanian, getting the trophy capped a
15-year battle with the NCAA, which ordered
the school to suspend him for recruiting violations. He went to court for an injunction and the
case eventually reached the Supreme Court,
which ruled in favor of the NCAA but said only
the university could discipline him.
"You can call us bad. You can call us thugs.
You ctri call us hoodlums. But at the end of that,
please, call us national champions, too," said
Larry Johnson, the school's top scorer and
rcbounder this season.

Tater Day '90

NATIONAL

President touts
the GOP ticket
during a stop
in Cincinnati

WASHINGTON — Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze arrives today to face close questioning on the independence crisis in
Lithuania from President Bush and Secretary of State James A. Baker
MOSCOW — Seeking to ease risingtensions, President Vytautas
Landsbergis of Lithuania has struck a conciliatory chord by saying his
republic intends to move toward independence gradually and through
negotiations.
WASHINGTON — U.S. and Japanese negotiators, who just a
month ago were at loggerheads over a variety of contentious trade
issues, report good progress is being made toward resolving many of
the disputes.
WASHINGTON — The Pentagon is releasing long-classified information about the delta-winged F-1 17A stealth fighter jet, kept secret
for years and finally used in combat as a "giant stun grenade" during
the Panama invasion.

By JOE McDONALD
Associated Press Writer

STATE
BOWLING GREEN — Warren County Jailer Bobby Bunch faces
the possibility of losing his elected position if convicted of a charge
included in an indictment returned by a county grand jury.
BURLINGTON — Voters won't have any difficulty identifying
Floyd Poore's profession if he makes the race for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination next year.
FORDSVILLE — Peggy Haynes fought to keep Fordsville High
School open in 1969, and the 61-year-old grandmoher did not hesitate
to fight for it again this year.
BOWLING GREEN — A Bowling Green physician was released
from a hospital where he spent two days after a 39-year-old patient
allegedly shot him in the neck for refusing to sign a disability paper,
officials said.

SPORTS
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — North Carolina State was given permission by the UNC Board of Governors to file suit, if necessary, to force
coach Jim Valvano's resignation.
NEW YORK — Michael Jordan, who averaged 48.3 points a game
last week in leading Chicago to a 4-0 record, was named the NBA's
player of the week.
NEW YORK — A total of 184 players changed teams under Plan
B, making the second season of the NFL's limited free agency plan
much like the first — with 37 percent of the players eligible to switch
teams doing so.

BUSINESS

FINANCE

1989 median
weekly earnings

WASHINGTON — Mild
weather helped lift spending
on residential, non-residential
and government construction
projects in February, the government said.
The Commerce Department
said Monday that construction
spending rose 2.6 percent to a
seasonally adjusted annual rate
of $436.5 billion. That followed a revised 2.5 percent
jump in January, first reported
as a 1.8 percent gain.

In dollars, for full-time
wage and salary workers
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The 147th Tater Day festivities were held over the weekend in Benton with an assortment of activities that
included a beauty pageant, amusement rides, an arts and crafts show, a gigantic flea market, a parade and
much more. Pictured above are a few of the thousands of residents who each year travel to Benton for the
ev ent.

CINCINNATI — President Bush
touted gubernatorial candidate
George Voinovich and other Republican state office candidates at a
S1,000-a-couple fund-raiser Monday, urging party members to help
gain control of the Ohio
Statehouse.
This year's especially important because the impac! of the 1990
elections will be felt all decade
long," Bush said. "In the reapportionment of Congressional districts
that will take place after the 1990
census, Ohio, in all likelihood
stands to lose two seats. We must
make sure when those districts are
redrawn that the results are fair and
equitable to Republicans, and
therefore to all Ohioans."
Bush toured the General Electric
Aircrat Engines plant in suburban
Evendale earlier Monday, then
attended the fundraiser at a downtown hotel where he was to stay
overnight. He was to leave for
Indianapolis Tuesday morning.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Legislators ponder next step if conflicts not resolved
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Some lawmakers are considering
what their next step might be if
disagreements with Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson over the budget and
road-building authority aren't
resolved.
"We do not want a confrontation," Senate President Pro Tem
John "Eck" Rose said. "But there

are options available to us, and the
regular session is not over."
Rose, D-Winchester, declined to
identify the options.
Legislators reconvene next week
for the final two days of their session, "veto days,." and the appropriation for the governor's coveted
road bonds could be reconsidered
then.

"1 Aould hope cooler heads v.iil
prevail," Sen. Michael R. Moloney, chairman of the Senate budget
committee. said Monday. "If not,
and if he vetoes parts of the
budget. one option we're looking at
is taking the money for his road
bonds out of the budget."
Wilkinson said Saturday he may
veto a bill authorizing $600 million

Contrasts in culture: Wang begins
to enjoy life in the western world
By YULING HSIN
Special to 1 he Ledger &

Times

After experiencing three months
of American style life, Ztxing
Wang, a 41-year-old Chinese student of the Murray State University
biology department, has begun to
enjoy his life in this western land.
Because Wang's hometown is
Shanghai. the largest city in mainland China, he was quite surprised
when he arrived in Murray — a
peaceful, quiet, and pleasant town
full of warm and friendly people.
This situation was in sharp contrast
to what Wang believed the United
States to be like. "I thought", Wang
explained, "That everyplace in
America was much like Shanghai
where everywhere one finds tall
buildings, congested traffic, and
busy people." In addition, Wang
stated that he conceived that all
people in the U.S. were wealthy
and there could be found no areas
of poverty.
Wang further explained that

Zixing Wang sty

biology at MSU.

"even though Murray is small, it is
the most wonderful place he has
ever been." Indeed, for most international students studying at MSU,
"Murray is one of the nicest places
in all of America."

wikkr.•

The most prevalent concern of
Wang is his ability to fully comprehend the English language. As
an aid to assist with this difficulty,

in road bonds because lawmaNcamended it to give themselves ultimate power over road-building
decisions beginning in 1992.
The governor said he probably
does ilot need the bill to issue the
bonds.
He also said he could const.:u(Cont'd on page 2)

Task force says
new earthquake
codes needed
in S. Illinois
MAKANDA, lii. (AP) — A
state task force on earthquake
preparedness urged adoption of
stricter building codes in Southern Illinois, which experts predict will be hit by a major
earthquake in the next 10 years.
In its rvort Monday. the
Governor's Earthquake Preparedness Task Force also
called for the state to improve
its emergency response efforts
and increase public awareness
of how to prepare for an
earthquake.
"The question is not whether
we will have an earthquake
somewhere in We vulnerable
areas of Southern Illinois. We
will," Gov. James R. Thompson said at a task force meeting
at Giant City State Park.
"The only queston is when
and how big.'
(Cont'd no page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Codes needed...

McConnell's MSU campaign leaders

(Coned from page 1)
The task force suggested that the
state or local governments enact
earthquake-resistant building codes
that would apply to all commercial,
government buildings or educational facilities designed after 1991.
"The cost of strengthening
earthquake protection for new construction is relatively small,"
Thompson said. "I think that's a
cost we cannot let get in our way."
Most of Southern Illinois and
parts of central Illinois need to be
prepared for a significant earthquake along the New Madrid and
Wabash River Valley faults in the
next decade, the report said. The

-

Bush touts...

4

.S. Senator Mitch McConnell (R-Ky) visited Murray State University Monday for the organization of a
campus chapter of Young Kentuckians for McConnell. He named Lynn Schuerenberg, a senior speech
communications major at MSU, as chairman of the campaign chapter. McConnell named the rest of the
chapter officers, as well. They are (from left) Todd Logsdon, Greek representative; Kate Stephens, Greek
representative; Amy Wannemuehler, president of the Panhellenic Council; Mike Pape, president of MSU
College Republicans; Rachel Morrisette, Paducah Community College Student Senate president; Eddie
Allen, president of MSU Student Government Association; and Bart Schofield, president of the Interfraternity Council.

Pollution bill advancing in Senate;
House committee eyes own version
By H. JOSEF HEBERT
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The Senate
is on the verge of approving stric..r air pollution controls for the
i-lrst time in a decade, while a
House committee reports progress
in crafting its own version.
The Senate planned today tc
moe through a remaining string of
amendments under an 8 p.m. EDT
,diatillinc for a final vote on the pol,ation control package.

Wang begins...
(Cont'd from page 1)
employs a small tape recorder
he brings to all of his classrn
Furthermore, Wang
ep
'S the assistance of his
,:lassmates who help him by
reading his textbook material to
hLm hile he follows along with
.„s text in order to perceive correct
;-7,,,nun,:iation. Moreover, Wang is
anxioas to grasp any opportunity to
..nai-pen his language skills, and
more of the culture. One way,
Warg admits, is through regular
alt...itiancc of Dr. Bert Siebold's
El rcstL1:1 for international students. This activity not only lends
an ou'.let for a more relaxed environment to practice English, but
also introduces Christian beliefs.
Wang reemphasized "I feel fortunate to attend college in Murray, a
n full of such warm and friend7eople.”

•

n-

The clean air bill has dominated
the Senate's agenda since January.
It is the product of three weeks of
closed-door negotiations with the
White House and then lengthy
debate and tradeoffs on the Senate
floor and in negotiations among
senators.
Across the Capitol, the House
Energy and Commerce Committee
was expected to move a step closer
toward approving clean air legislation, with a scheduled vote on a
newly reached compromise over
regulating toxic air pollutants.
The panel's chairman, Rep. John
Dingell, D-Mich., said he hoped
the bill would be ready for a final
vote in the committee later this
week before Congress takes its
Easter recess. The measure would
go to the House floor in May.
Both the Senate and House bills
represent the first toughening of
federal air pollution controls in 13
years. The federal Clean Air Act,
enacted in 1970, was last revised in
1977, although environmentalists
and many federal pollution control
officials for years have acknowledged serious shortcomings in the
law.
The bills impose new pollution
controls on industry, automobiles
and electric power plants and have
been estimated to cost the economy
S21 billion a year.
The compromise reached Monday in the Energy and Commerce
Committee by Dingell and other
Key members of both parties
involved a provision that covers
releases of toxic chemicals, includ-

TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT
'Republic Savings Bank
•Treas Do-It Center
'Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
'Racer Oil Company
(next to Murray Theatre)

.121 Food Market

ing cancer-causing substances,
from industrial sources.
As part of the agreement, the
legislation would require more than
90 percent of industrial polluters to
install "maximum available technology" to control toxic chemicals.
The bill originally covered only 50
percent of the polluters, exempting
many of the smaller sources.
But in return, attempts were
abandoned to require a secondstage "health-based" standard that
has been strongly opposed by
industry.
"It's the best we can get right
now," added Rep. Bill Richardson,
D-N.M., who had been preparing
an amendment for a health-based
requirement. "I'm willing to forgo
residual risk in exchange for tighter, stricter standards up front."

Anonomous tip
leads to arrest
of alleged drug
dealer Monday
An anonomous tip Monday afternoon has led to the arrest of a New
Concord man for allegedly selling
marijuana, according to a report
from Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington and the Calloway
County Sheriff's office.
Joseph William Beard Jr., 31, of
New Concord, was arrested Monday night and charged with trafficing in marijuana over 8 oz. and
possession of marijuana under 8
oz. after deputies allegedly
witnessed Beard sell marijuana to
another suspect in a grocery store
parking lot on Ky. Hwy. 94 east of
Murray, the report said.
Sheriff deputies were alerted to
the sale by an anonomous phone
call around 5:15 Monday afternoon, Harrington said.
Beard remains lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a S5,000 cash
bond. Other charges may be pending against Beard, Harrington said.
Other charges may also be levied
against another suspect in the case,
he said.

Wabash fault lies in southeastern
Illinois and the New Madrid fault
runs from Marked Tree, Ark., to
Cairo
The task force suggested that the
state take responsibility for ensuring that buildings owned, leased or
operated by the state meet the
proposed building codes.
"I will ask the General Assembly this session to hold many hearings on whether the state ought to
adopt state building codes for areas
of the state that are especially
earthquake prone," Thompson
said.
The General Assembly could
also consider offering financial
incentives to communities and private businesses seeking to protect
their facilities against earthquake
damage, the report said.
The report also suggests that the
state Emergency Services and Disaster Agency develop earthquake
emergency response and rescue
plans to respond to an earthquake
within 36 hours anywhere in the
state.
The task force is encouraging the
state to establish a state-of-the-art
Emergency Operations Center with
facilities for state government
operations and emergency
response.
The report did not recommend a
location for the center.
IESDA should also develop a
plan to educate local governments

(Cont'd from page 1)
"George, I'm proud to say that
,r ou and I have a lot in common,"
Bush said, setting up Voinovich for
some White House humor. "Same
first name. Same charismatic, emotional approach to life."
The big contributors enjoyed the
joke.
They also laughed when Bush
remined them how much their half
hourtogether had cost.
Rather than Riverfront Stadium
hot dogs at a Cincinnati Reds baseball game, as Bush and many
others originally had planned, they
got "the most expensive hot dogs
in the history of Ohio" at the fundraiser, Bush said.
"If Marvelous Marge Schott (Cont'd from
page 1)
hears about this, that will be the
end of the Si hot dog at Riverfront tionally ignore language the GenerStadium," Bush said, referring to al Assembly put in the budget bill
requiring him for the next two
the Reds' majority owner.
years to follow his road-building
Bush had planned to throw out
the first pitch at the National plan as amended by the legislature.
Wilkinson also said he may use
League season opener, but a conauthority to veto items from the
his
tract dispute between owners and
to eliminate funding for
budget
players this spring has delayed the
projects added
construction
some
start of the season.
those vetoes
legislature.
If
by the
However, the fund-raiser stayed
said he
Wilkinson
overridden,
are
with the baseball theme.
not
simply
law,
the
within
could,
"It's a whole new ballgame in
spend the money for those projects.
Ohio," the president said.
"I was surprised at the goverReferring to the November eleccomments," Senate Majority
nor's
tion, Bush said, "come game day
Leader Joe Wright said. "They
in Ohio, it will be the Democrats
certainly weren't what I anticipated
praying for rain."
based on the agreement we had
The fund-raiser was the first
made with him. They serve no conmajor effort in Cincinnati for
Voinovich, a former mayor of structive purpose."
Wright, D-Hamed, said he was
Cleveland.
confused as to why the administraNick Vehr, executive director of
tion lobbied so hard for the bill
the Hamilton County Republican
authorizing the road bonds if the
Party, said the party expected to
governor, never believed the bill
raise $500,000 to $700,000 from
was necessary.
Bush's visit, with Voinovich and
He also said the road bond issue
Hamilton County Commissioner
did not have enough support in the
Robert Taft II splitting the
Senate until Democratic leaders
proceeds.
agreed to support it as part of an
Taft had planned to oppose
agreement struck March 9 by all
Voinovich for the nomination for
Democratic leaders in the legislagovernor, but acquiesced to party
ture and Wilkinson on the budget
officials who urged him to run for
and taxes.
secretary of state instead.
House Majority Leader Greg
Earlier Monday, GE officials
Stumbo said he and other Demogave Bush a tour of engine produccratic leaders made clear to Wilkintion at the 18,000-employee Evenson when they reached that agreedale plant, which produces engines
ment that the legislature would add
for U.S. military jets and for U.S.
some construction projects to the
and foreign airlines.
budget.
The president wanted to tour the
-The governor certainly has the
plant in the interests of gauging
power to veto line items, but if he
U.S. competitiveness against foredoes, he's violating our agreeign manufacturers, GE spokesmen
ment," said Stumbo, D said.
Prestonsburg. "We made clear upMike Ranson, a GE maintenance
front that we needed the latitude to
worker and a Democrat, arrived
add some projects to get the votes"
early for his afternoon shift to see
for the tax increase and education
Bush.
reform bill.
"As far as being a working man,
Stumbo, Wright and Rose said
I don't care for Republican ways. I
Monday that Wilkinson's comdidn't like what Reagan did to the
ments were at least not in the spirit
(air traffic controllers') union, and
I don't care for Bush," Ranson
of the accord.
said.
Rose would not comment on
But he grinned and added: "I
whether Senate leadership is constill think it's pretty neat to have
sidering suspending its rules to
him here, even if I don't agree with
reconsider the budget and cut the
him."

Legislators...

WEEKDAY SPECIALS
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Nights 4-9 p.m.

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
WiHomemade Biscuits & Country Gravy •. Fried Potatoes •
White Beans • Cole Slaw

We can make
your IRA work
harder so you
don't have to
work longer.

99

$3 - 2 pc. Dinner
$599 - All You Can Eat

(Coldwater)

— OR —

April 5
Thursday

OCEAN BONELESS FILLETS
WiGole Slaw • Hushpuppies • White Beans • Choice of
Fries, Cajun Fries or Baked Potato
$399

at Murray
Exposition Center

- 1 +2

$5

99

10:00 A.M., 2:00 P.M.,
7:00 P.M.
"meet's for Rizpoh Temple activities

Order Dinner

and residents in high-risk areas
about how to prepare for an earthquake, the report said.
"Since the risk here of occurrence is as great or greater (than in
California), since the risk here of
damage is certainly greater, since
we're starting from further back in
terms of preparation, we have a
much heavier task ahead of us and
it's time to get on with it,"
Thompson said.
The task force also recommended more state money for the
Illinois Geological Survey to
research data on earthquakes. It did
not specify how much. The report
likewise did not estimate costs for
any of the task force's other
recommendations.
"None of this will come easily,
free from either financial or jurisdictional difficulties," the governor
said.
He stressed the need for having
multi-state medical teams ready to
respond to earthquake-stricken
areas without quibbling over jurisdiction, especially in Southern Illinois, which lacks medical care for
the region's daily needs.
Thompson appointed the task
force shortly after an earthquake
measuring 7.1 on the Richter scale
shook the San Francisco Bay area,
killing 67 people on Oct. 17. The
task force held five public hearings
in the last five months from Carbondale to Chicago.

appropriation for the road bonds.
But Moloney, D-Lexington, said
one option being reviewed was to
reopen the budget when the legislature reconvenes for two days on
April 12 to consider cutting funding for the road bonds.
"Again, I hope it won't come to
this, but if he vetoes items from the
budget, then we may be able to go
back into the budget and take out
the money for his road bonds,"
Moloney said. "He can veto lineitems from the budget. But he can't
put funding back in after we've
taken it out."
Tom Dorman, Wilkinson's legislative liaison, said he believed any
Move next week to cut funding for
the road bonds could be vetoed, so
the budget would revert to its prior
form, which funds the bonds.
Moloney said Wilkinson raised
several legal questions that may
have to be resolved by lawsuits.
"I believe the budget memorandum must be -followed by the
executive, but I expect that would
have to be addresse by the
courts," he said. "I also believe a
lawsuit would be filed, not by the
General Assembly but by some private citizen, if the bill authorizing
the road bonds does not become
law."
Another issue that could go to
court, Moloney said, is whether the
governor has authority not to spend
the money on some of the building
projects added to the budget by the
legislature.
"There's a federal case which I
believe makes clear that an executive can't impound that money,"
Moloney said.

The Murray Police Department
is continuing an investigation into
the theft of approximately 700 lbs.
of copper from a local recycling
business, according to reports.
Dwain McKnight, owner of Murray Recycling on N. 4th Street,
reported to police that the copper
was taken from his lot by a suspect
or suspects sometime after closing
Friday night, the report said.

Unreturned car
leads to arrest
of Murray woman
A Murray woman has been
arrested in connection with an
automobile theft from the lot of a
Marshall County used car dealer,
according to a report from the Murray Police Department.
Teresa R. Colson was arrested
Monday around 5:17 p.rn, and
charged with receiving stolen property over $W after she allegedly
failed to return a 1986 Pontiac she
had taken for a test drive from a
car dealer in Mashall County,
police said.
Colson remains lodged in the
Calloway County Jail on a $5,000
bond.

,Seven Seas Restaurant
Open 4 P.M.
753-4141

Order, to Go
Hwy. 641 N.
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Civitan Awareness Week

Southeast Paper: The newspaper recycling company'

Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, right, proclaims the week of April 9-15 as
Civitan International Awareness Week as Murray Civitan Club President John C. Emerson looks on. Civitan International was founded 70
years ago in Birmingham, Ala., according to Emerson.

April proclaimed as Keep
America Beautiful Month
FRANKFORT, KY — Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has proclaimed the
month of April as Keep America
Beautiful Month in the Commonwealth. In the proclamation, the governor urges all citizens to work with
local volunteer groups such as the
Clean Community Programs to assure
a cleaner, healthier environment for
all Kentuckians.
"Kentucky's scenic resources rank
it as one of the most beautiful states in
the nation; but this natural beauty is
often hidden beneath litter and trash
dumps," said the governor. "I commend the hundreds of local volunteers
throughout the state for their efforts in
restoring and maintaining our natural
heritage for all to enjoy."
A more beautiful Kentucky enhances attractions for new industry

and more tourists. It also benefits
every citizen in the enjoyment of
clean and beautiful highways, cities,
towns, parks and all places used by the
public.

Southeast Paper Manufacturing
Co. is North America's largest
manufacturer of 100 percent
recycled newsprint from old newspapers (ONP).
The Dublin, Ga. — based company is an equal partnership of
three major media companies with
newspaper operations throughout
the United States: Cox Enterprises,
Inc., Knight-Ridder, Inc., and
Media General, Inc. Southeast sells
the recycled newsprint to its owners, other publishers and printers.
Because recycling is a multi-step
process, Southeast Paper is organized in three functional areas: ONP
collection and processing recycled
newsprint manufacturing and newsprint sales and service.
Southeast Recycling Corporation
(SRC), a wholly owned subsidiary
of Southeast Paper, purchases ONP
from paperstock dealers, charitable
organizations and municipalities.
The Marietta, Ga. — based company directs the operation of 18
ONP collection and processing
facilities in Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland and
Virginia. Several municipalities,
throughout these stain have
achieved a 50 percent newspaper
recycling rate through working
with SRC.
Southeast Paper's newspaper
recycling mill in Dublin consumes
more than 500,000 tons of ONP to
produce 450,000 short tons of 100
percent recycled newsprint annual-

All citizens, individually and collectively, can participate in environmental awareness activities such as
cleanup and beautification events.
Local involvement can include municipalities, schools, religious groups,
civic and environmental organizations and communication media —
press, radio and television.
"Keeping Kentucky beautiful is the
responsibility of all who live and
work in the Commonwealth," said the
governor. "It is also a reflection of
pride that develops the respect of our
youth for beauty and cleanliness."

ly, more than any other newspaper
recycling mill in North America.
Southeast Paper Newsprint Sales
Company, a division of Southeast

United States. The Murray Ledger
and Times is a user of the recycled
newsprint from the Dublin, Ga.
mill.

We are proud to use
recycled newsprint.
Aspirin may help arteriosclerosis
DEAR DR. GOTT I'm a 54-yearold female with atrial fibrillation,
coronary artery spasms and mitral
valve prolapse, treated with Norpace
and Lanoxin. I don't have blockage in
my coronary arteries, but in my carotid arteries. My doctors are very
vague about my prognosis. What can I
expect in the future?
DEAR READER. You appear to
have both heart disease and arteriosclerosis, an age-related condition
marked by deposits in the arteries.
Spasm of normal coronary arteries
may lead to periodic lack of oxygen to
the heart muscle, resulting in angina
(cardiac chest pain) and an irregular
heartbeat, such as atrial fibrillation.
In addition, you have mitral valve
prolapse. This is a common occurrence that, for unknown reasons,
more frequently affects women than
men. It consists of a floppy or weak
segment of one of the heart valves;
the condition is associated with a
murmur (an extra heart sound) and a
tendency to a rapid, irregular pulse.
You seem to be receiving appropriate therapy for this condition. Norpace (disopyramide) reduces cardiac

irritability, thus regulating the pulse.
Lanoxin (digoxim strengthens the
heartbeat and slows the pulse With
continued treatment under your doctor's supervision, your prognosis for
heart disease is favorable
I am not as optimistic about the
blockage of your carotid arteries, the
two large arteries in the neck supplying a major portion of the brain's
blood supply. The presence of arteriosclerotic blockages indicates that not
enough oxygen and nutrients may be
reaching your brain More important.
these blockages invariably roughen
the lining of the blood vessels Tiny
blood clots can adhere to the irregular
surface, later to break away, be carried to the brain and cause stroke
Therefore. I hesitate to reassure you
that your future will be free of health
problems.
Some experts recommend a reaming-out procedure. called carotid endarterectomy,to remove these arterial
obstructions. Because it can be a dangerous procedure, other authorities
recommend against it: the debate
rages. Clearly, if you have had symptoms of a stroke or a transient isch-

ernic attack (TIAi -- manifest as
weakness, confusion or difficulty
speaking - you should consider surgery before a more extensive and permanent stroke occurs
If you are symptom-free you might
consider taking one aspirin a day By
slow'ing blood-clotting, aspirin seems
to protect patients with carotid occlusions from stroke Ask your doctor
about this They are "vague- about
your prognosis because no one can
predict with certainty what may happen Nonetheless, you and the doctor
can still take steps to prevent future
difficulties that are: in my opinion.
likely to occur
C . 1991i NE:11.'4'04:k

DR. GOTT

V WON DOLLAR
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Hubbard introduces legislation
WASHINGTON — U.S. Representative Carroll Hubbard (D-KY)
has recently introduced two bills of
direct significance to western Kentucky.
Hubbard introduced a bill on
March 27 which would amend the
National Trails System Act. This bill,
H.R.4387,would direct the Secretary
of the Intetior to establish appropriate
interpretive sites for the Trail of Tears
National Historic Trail in the vicinity
of Hopkinsville, Ky., Fort Smith,
Ark., Trail of Tears State Park, Mo.
and Tahlequah, Okla.
On March 28, Hubbard introduced
another measure which would authorize the Army Corps of Engineers to
perform channel modifications on the
lower Cumberland River in Kentucky. This measure would ask the

Paper Manufacturing Co., sells the
high -quality newsprint to more
than 300 newspaper publishers and
printers throughout the eastern
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Corps of Engineers to perform bendway straightening at two points on the
lower Cumberland River. The channel modifications would be made at
mile 3.5 and mile 28 of the lower
Cumberland River below Barkley
Lock. This bill, H.R.4409, is aimed at
eliminating safety hazards which presently exist for vessels involved in
commercial navigation in that area.
Both bills have been referred to
committee, H.R.4387 to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs and
H.R.4409 to the Committee on Public
Works and Transportation.
Hubbard said that he was hopeful
for quick action on both of these bills.
"It gives me great pleasure to be able
to introduce these two measures
which will be of benefit to many
constituents," said Hubbard.
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New Harmony: the pause that refreshes

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
1..1. Senate, N eakington, D.(

20510

COAL MI\LRS DEsLR% I. SIMPLE FAIRNESS

••••••-._

Kentuckians and other leaders of the fight to help coal miners who
could lose their jobs as a result of the Clean Air .Net %%eh; disappointed
but not defeated by a recent Senate ote on the issue.
Our proposal came within one Yote -- 50 to 49 -- of being appro‘ed
by the Senate.
This ote reflected ssidespread support of a proposal to assist highly
deserY mg workers in a small number ot states in the lace ot pov,cut ul
if misguidt...1 opposition. And it \\ as a clear indication, in
that we had come to the Senate floor with a just cause.
Our amendment to the Clean Air Act was designed to keep thousands of miners and their families from undue suffering through no
fault of their own. It also was aimed at say trig scores of communities
in Kentucky and other coal-producing states from the threat of
de astating economic losses that could persist for years.
Because our cause is lust, I beheye that it also yy ill persist With
the !louse still do eloping a clean -air hill, the Senate vote was only the
first shot in our legislati\ e battle. Whales er the outcome ot this year's
clean-air debate, I hope and belie e that many Americans w ill join us
in a continuing effort to secure appropriate help for our eny.anget ed
coal milling communities.
Our support of the Coal Workers Protection amendmeni.
introduced by Senator Robert Byrd t1)-WV). Y\ as not an attack on the
basic clean-air compromise that had been worked out in the Senate.
I fought as hard as I could for the Byrd amendment only because I
knew it was essential to the future of our state and it. people.
As I said on the Senate floor, the economies of fiye Western
Kentucky counties -- Hopkins. Webster, Muhlenberg, Union and Ohio
-- are among those that would be hardest hit by acid-rain proYisions
ot the Senate bill. Coal accounts for one of es er y tour It:4)s and more
than 40 percent of personal income in these fi‘e counties.
While Eastern Is:C11!1,A has more low -sulfur coal that could
continue to be used, its economy also could be very seriously disrupted.
Without the Byrd amendment, the Congress could be delis ering
a harsh message to Kentuckians and others who have followed their
fathers and grandfathers into the mines to help produce the energy. to
build the industrial might of a nation. All of a sudden, we s% ill be saying
to them. by public policy. we are going NJ put you out of work.'
We are trying to offer a simple plan of compensation and job
training for displaced miners, who could easily number 5,000 in
Kent ucky
Our opponents are wrong when they accuse us of favoring miners
o\ er workers in other industries, such as steel and petrochemicals. The
Congressional Research Service has found that the clean-air coniproiii s
largely eliminated potential job losses in those industries.
Coal miners are the ones being treated unfairly by the Admi
tratiff and other opponents of our amendment. These miners deserY e
our help, and we do not intend to give up the fight to see that they get it.

Nestled in a crook of the Wabash
River just north of where it meets
the Ohio, New Harmony, Indiana,
is one of those towns that so
charms you, all it takes is one visit
and you're having daydreams about
moving there for good.
It might be the quaint storefronts
that line Main Street and the
restored historic sites of not one,
but MO, 19th century utopian communities. Or it could be some of
the more contemporary architectural attractions — including the stark
splendor of the Roofless Church
designed by world-renowned Philip
Johnson — or the white tiled augularity of Richard Meier's Atheneum. In any case, there's not a
hint of shopping mall or fast food
in downtown New Harmony, a
town of some 900 souls.
The Inn at New Harmoney is a
perfect weekend retreat for the
world-weary. There are 90 guest
rooms, 18 with working fireplaces,
three with kitchenettes and four
with sleeping lofts. Our room, with
Shaker-style simplicity, featured
the old-fashioned comfort of twin
rocking chairs, along with up-todate amenities like cable television,
plenty of closet space and a spacious bath. A special off-season
weekend rate makes the inn an
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By Constance
Aloander

affordable haven for anyone seeking relaxation and removal in an
idyllic, rural setting.
On a recent weekend in New
Harmony, the stubborn hint of
winter chill was contradicted by
spunky daffodils and the insistent
choirs of birds chirping spring
songs for anyone who cared to listen. The roses still napped in the
inn's gardens, but the tiny placards
in front of each pruned bush were
signs of hope, listing the name of
each aromatic and sensual bloom
that will appear later in the season
— Fan Tan La Tour, Suzanne,
Sonia, Wild Ginger, Pascali and
Sweet Surrender.
Early in the 19th century, New
Harmony was the site of two communal living experiments. The
first, called the Harmony Society,
was a German religious group led

by the visionary George Rapp. The
Rappitcs left their first American
home, Harmonic, Pennsylvania, to
seule on the much larger tract in
the lower Wabash Valley.
The Harmonists prepared for the
second coming of Christ by devoting themselves to telf-sacrifice,
hard work and a life of celibacy.
They first came to New Harmony
in 1814 and by 1824 had earned
great wealth through manufacturing
and trade. That year, Rapp sold the
community and led his group back
to Pennsylvania where they established their final community,
Economy.
Robert Owen, the famous Scottish industrialist and social theorist,
purchased New Harmony and surrounding lands from Rapp with the
idea of creating a more perfect society through free education and, the
abolition of social classes and personal wealth.
World-famous scientists and
educators settled in New Harmony
as a result of Owen's influence.
With the help of William Maclurc,
the Scottish scientist, the Oweniks
introduced vocational education,
kindergarten and other educational
reforms. After the community disbanded in 1827, several scientists
and educators remained in New

Harmony and made it an important
learning center that was tagged,
"Athens of the West," in the years
before the Civil War.
Today, visitors to New Harmony
are captivated by the Roofless
Church with its spellbinding Lipchitz sculptures; the Waddams
Chapel of The Entry House at the
New Harmony Inn; The Red Geranium Bookstore with its treasuretrove of books; Paul Tillich Park,
the burial site of one of this century's most creative thinkers; the
Carol Owen Coleman Memorial
Garden, with its calm greenery and
organically-grown vegetables and
flowers; birdwatching on the Midwest flyway; the. Labyrinth,
restored formal gardens planted by
the Harmonists; a Stephen De Stacbler sculpture dramatically lighted
by Paul Marantz; the lovingly
restored village of New Harmony,
including an opera house, a cemetary without gravestones and a number of early Harmonist homes; and
Thomas Merton's splendid memorial, "Our Lady of Peace."
Perhaps it is the flowering of its
spiritual and intellectual seeds that
makes New Harmony a garden of
serenity for visitors. For more
information about historic New
Harmony, call 812-682-3271.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Tappan Company is considering closing its Murray operation,
according to an announcement
released today by company officials in Murray and Mansfield,
Ohio, corporate headquarters of the
manufacturing firm.
Troops of Junior ROTC program
at Calloway County High School
held formal inspection on April 2
in parking lot of school. Chief
Warrant Officer Billy Hudson and
First Sgt. Bobby Holland are
instructors.
Elected as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Cecilia
Broack. Oneida Boyd, Ann Brooks,
Frances Galloway, Dorothy
McKenzie and Billie Hall.
Twenty years ago
Murray-Calloway County Airport Board entered into an agreement withy Murray Flying Service
on March 31 which gives the service the authority to operate
Murray-Calloway County Airport
(Kyle Field) as a fixed base operator, according to Dr. H.L. Oakley,
chairman of the board.
Dixie Hopkins, speech and hearing teacher for Calloway County
Schools, spoke at a meeting of
Faxon Mothers Club on April 1,
according to Mia Wilson, club
president.

Thirty years ago
Don Oliver, Charles Leroy
Eldridge, and Hamp Brooks of
Murray College High School Chapter of Future Farmers of America,
won speaking events at SubDistrict FFA Contest at Clinton.
Ernie Rob Bailey, Gary Lynn Hargis, Danny Taylor and Max Parker
also won in other events.
Luther Robertson, manager of
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co.,
has been named a director of U.S.
Wholesale Grocers Association,
Inc., at a meeting at Dallas, Texas.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Burton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Todd, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Cherry and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Miller.
Forty years ago
"The downpour today must be
one of those April showers that
April is so famous for," from column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Don Nix, sixth grade student at
Murray High School, was named as
weekly winner of PTA Safety Slogan Contest. His slogan was "Hey
Pop! That Sign Says Stop."
Principal Buron Jeffrey and his
wife, Modest, were honored at a
banquet by PTA at Lynn Grove
High School. Speakers were the
Rev. George Bell and T.C. Arnett.

Today In History
Today is Tuesday. April 3, the 93rd day of 1990. There are 272 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 3, 1860, the legendary Pony Express began service between
St. Joseph, Mo., and Sacramento, Calif. The service lasted only 1Y2 years
before giving way to the transcontinental telegraph.
On this date:
In 1776, George Washington received an honorary doctor of laws
degree from Harvard College.
In 1783, Washington Irving, author of "Rip Van Winkle" and "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow," was born in New York City.
In 1865, Union forces occupied the Confederate capital of Richmond,
Va., during the Civil War.
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One year ago: The University of Michigan Wolverines won the NCAA
championship, defeating Seton Hall in overtime, 80-79.
Today's birthdays: Actor Marlon Brando is 66. Actress-singer Doris
Day is 66. Actress Miyoshi Umeki is 61. West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl is 60. Actress Marsha Mason is 48. Singer Wayne Newton is
48. Singer Tony Orlando is 46. Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari is 42. Former football player Lyle Alzado is 41. Actor Alec Baldwin
is 32. Comedian-actor Eddie Murphy is 29.
Thought for today: "Our firmest convictions are apt to be the most
suspect, they mark our limitations and our bounds. Life is a petty thing
unless it is moved by the indomitable urge to extend its boundaries." —
Jose Ortega y Gasset. Spanish philosopher (1883-1955).
— ly The Associated Press

Letter to the Editor

Reader picks UNLV but supports Big Blue and MSU
Dear Editor,
By the time this letter is read,
the NCAA Basketball Tournament
wid probably be over but I'll go
ahead and make a fool of myself
and pick U.N.L.V. to win it. I may
be a little late but I would like to
congratulate coach Steve Newton

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

and his entire staff, trainees, cheerleaders, the great MSU fans and
everyone that helped him this year
and of course, the very fine Murray
State basketball team. They really
exceeded all expectations. In the
preseason they were picked to finish fifth in the O.V.C. As you all
know, they were the O.V.C.
champions for the third straight
year. They then went on to the
NCAA Tournament and gave the
number one seed in the Southeast
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Monday's winning
numbers in the Kentucky Lottery's Kentucky Cash game:
5-8-7.
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Regional, Michigan State, all that
they wanted and then some even
into overtime and as coach Newton
said, if the bounce of the ball had
gone our way, Murray State might
have come away with the win. I'm
really proud of them and their
efforts all season. To those doubting Thomas coaches out there:
Don't you wish that you had the
diamond in the rough that Coach
Newton found, namely Popeye
Jones? Popeye ate his spinach this
year and- slammed down and came
out fighting with a winning season.
Thanks guys. I'm not taking anything away from Jeff Martin but I
predict that with all the improvement that I expect from Popcye
that in 1992 he will be a higher
draft pick than Jeff was. It has been
reported that Lamar and several
other colleges have contacted
coach Newton about a coaching
job. Personally, I think that coach
Newton and Murray State are a
marriage made in heaven. I don't
believe there is anyone that could
do a better job at Murray State, but
on the other side of the coin, coach
Newton might not do as well any
place else. Apparently Murray
State is going to get a new arena
that is a plus for us. I don't have
any idea at this time, but I think
that it would be in the best interest
of Murray State and the whole
community to negotiate a new contract with coach Newton. After all,
he is a two-time Coach of the Year
in the O.V.C. Coach, I may be selfish but please stay. For you true
blue U.K. fans, I'll throw in some
good words for them. You can call
them Rick Runts, Pitino's Bambinos or Pitino's Bombinos, but you
would have to call them the most
hustling bunch that I can remember
seeing at U.K. and they also had
heart. If I ever needed a heart
transplant I would want it to be

from one of the guys in blue at
U.K. this season. As U.K. basketball teams go, they had a bad season but they also exceeded all
expectations this season, except
mine of course. I said before the
season started they they would win
as many games this year as they
did last year. I must admit that I
forgot that they wouldn't be playing, as many games this season.
don't believe that I've seen as
much fan support and enthusiasm
for a team as I did from the U.K.
true blues this season. Even with a
bad year by U.K. standards, this
team set some records that may
never be broken. Records set
against Furman, 19 of 47 three
point attempts made, the two teams
combined for 67 three points
attempts: NCAA records. They
were the only team ever to attempt
40 or more three point shots three
games in a row: NCAA record.
They were the only team ever to
have eight players convert on three
points shots in the same game:
NCAA record.
Now here are some ifs. If they
hadn't had problems with the
NCAA with rule violations and if
they still had these players: Rex
Chapman of the Charlotte Hornets,
Shawn Kemp of the Seattle Supersonics, Le Ron Ellis of Syracuse,
Chris Mills went to Arizona, Eric
Manuel of Hiwassee College, Scan
Sutton sitting out this season and
with all the gutsy guys that they
had this season; they could have
"Marched" to Denver like Patton's
Army and came away with the
NCAA crown on April 2. So much
for the big word "if." Let's look
forward to next season. Good luck
to both teams.
Sincerely,
Sonny Tucker
Route 42
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Samantha Puckett, Richard Kendall, Josh Elliott and David O'Neal
sang 'I Am Fat' at the end of the presentation on nutrition given by
Becky Noffsinger, dietician with the Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Cal Sisto, weatherman from WPSD-TV in Paducah, was presented a
"Happy Spring" cake by Robertson first graders Joey Randazzo, Miss
Ratterree's class, and Billy Elliot, Mrs. Ward's class. Students have
been studying weather concepts and Cal Sisto was invited to culminate the unit.

The first graders in Mrs. Anita Burkeen's class at North Calloway
Elementary have been learning about dinosaurs. The unit focused on
five favorite dinosaurs. Some of the activities were reciting poems,
making dinosaurs out of play dough and dinosaur exhibits. Displaying
some of the dinosaur activities are Lora Sexton, Brad Hendricks,
Jeremy Bolls and Anne Lang.

Dr. Ruth Jacquot from Murray State University's Environmental
Education Department introduced the rain forest to first graders at
North Calloway Elementary. She played a tape that had sounds of
arious tropical rain forest animals. She used posters to show the vegetation and animals of that region. She concluded by discussing the
different products that are made from the rain forest regions. Pictured with Dr. Jacquot are Serena Rogers, Rodney Emerson and
Chase Redden.

Cal Sisto received a weather sweatshirt from first graders at Robertson Elementary School as part of the weather studies. Sisto is the
weatherman for WPSD-TV in Paducah.

Mrs. Maxine Burkeen's first grade class at Southwest Elementary
enjoyed a semester of games, poems, tasting food, learning sounds and
hands-on experiences taught by Krista Land, a student at Murray
State University. Pictured with Miss Land are Marion Rogers, Ashley
Cook, Jimmy Stubblefield, Everett Hart and Justin Holland.

Children from Mrs. Lee Pinkston's third grade class at Carter
Elementary School display animal habitats they made for a science
unit on living things. Pictured are (front row) Kari Hart and Angela
Howell. On the back row are Allison Glanville and Micah Cathey.
Jason Pittman (right) demonstrates what could happen to buildings
during an earthquake as part of an earthquake awareness lesson in
Ms. Reita Robinson's fourth grade class at Southwest Elementary.
Watching the demonstration are Daniel Fencl, Erik Young, Kelli
Morris, Amanda Pennington, Jayme Gibson, Allison Haugh and Kenny Ernstberger while Jeff Nix is kneeling to watch.

Kathy Cohen, Calloway County Humane Society education director,
accepts a check from Wesley England, president of the sixth grade
Just Say No Club at Calloway County Middle School. The donation
from the club was made to help homeless, helpless animals. The Just
Say No Club provides opportunities for youth, parents, educators and
others to show their support for drug-free schools and communities.

1.1111141"..11141
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Mrs. Kathey Cohen, Humane Society education director, shares 'Willie,' a puppy from the animal shelter, to third graders in Mrs. Lee
Pinkston's class at Carter Elementary. Pictured with Mrs. Cohen are
- Daniel Dunn, Angela Howell and Matthew Brown.

Richard Hutchens, Shannon Wallace and Shawn Potter examine one
of the newspapers created in Ms. Ruth Ann Futrell's freshman Honors English I class at Calloway County High School. The papers were
based on events occurring in the play 'Romeo and Juliet.'

Dr. Joe Baust, associate professor of elementary and secondary education at MSU, met with several classes at Calloway County Middle
School recently. Dr. Baust presented a slide show about Czechoslovakia and discussed the Children for Peace project that involves several
students at the middle school. Pictured with Baust are Catie Bates,
Kylie Johnson and Leah Baust.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County County
School District and edited by the staff of the Ledger A. Times. Space
allocated for each school district is determined by the approxima•Wratio
of students in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753.4363) or the
Calloway County Public School. (73-2893).

What does five pounds of fat look like? Ugly is the reaction of Ms.
Linnie Hook's fifth grade students at East Calloway Elementary. Elizabeth Blackford invited her Aunt Becky NofTsinger, who is a dietician working through Murray-Calloway County Hospital, to visit
with her class. She discussed the importance of eating the right kinds
of food and getting plenty of exercise. Taking a closer look at a replica of five pounds of fat are (left to right) Nekesha Miller, Josh Elliott,
Jason Bess, Mrs. Noffsinger, Elizabeth Blackford and Katrina Bailey.

Ift

Kadenna Randolph, Matt Frizzell, Selena Hill, Michael Hale and
Todd Earwood look at copies of Verona newspapers that they created
in their freshman Honors English I class at Calloway County High
School. The newspapers were created based on events occurring in
the play 'Romeo and Juliet.'
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MURRAY TODAY
Hospital patients listed

M1

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday, March 30,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Wilson baby girl, parents, Velvet
and Charles, Rt. 1, Box 454,
Benton.
Dismissals
Bernis Bridges, 4021/2 North
First St., Murray; Miss Mary L.
Lewis and baby girl, 506 Harrison
Lane, Apt. 1, Paris, Tenn.;
Dale Hopkins, Rt. 1, Box 63-A,
Hazel; Miss Jennifer Dodson, Box
7086 Regents Hall, Murray; Miss
Jennifer Brame, Rt. 1, Box 77,
Murray;
Ms. Regina Sue Grissom, 306
Wilson St., Paris, Tenn.; Alan
Thompson, Rt. 8, Box 577, Benton;
Mrs. Edna Underhill, Rt. 4, Box
565, Murray;
Mrs. Sharon Russell, 1403-B
Valleywood Dr., Murray; Mrs.
Kathie Pierce and baby boy, 1625
Catalina Dr., Murray; Bunk Myers,
RL 1, Box 212, Hardin;
Mrs. Margaret A. Lyons, 1515
Glendale Rd., Murray; Mrs. Nell
Fleming, Parkway Manor, Fulton;
Mrs. Olga Freeman, Box 134,
Hazel;
Mrs. Geneva Belcher, 910
Pogue, Murray; Sabern L. Price,
Rt. 1, Box 710, Hardin; Mrs. Marie
Crisp, 1001 Fairlane Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Cora V. Leffelman
(expired) Rt. 10, Box 395, Benton.
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 31, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Boyd baby boy, parents, Lori
and Gerald, RL 4, Box 400-C, Paris, Tenn.;
Gossum baby girl, parents, KIelli
and Todd, 1201 Sunnydise Dr.,
Murray;
Scribner baby girl, mother,
Sabrina, Rt. 1, Box 221, Springville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Susan Fisher and baby girl,
703 Vine St., Murray; Mrs. Martha
M. Parker, 2212 Gatesborough
Circle, Murray;
Mrs. Judy Clayton, Rt. 1, Box
116, Alma; Mrs. Ethel L. Smith,
29708 Wild Cherry Lane, Elkhart,

Did you know...
More than one and a
half million,(that's right,
1.5 million or 1,500,000)
coupon clippers can't be
wrong. That's how
many Kentucky shoppers bought something
last month with a coupon clipped from a
Kentucky newspaper.
Shopper Attitudes in Kentucky, 1989
The Preston Group, Lexington, Ky
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Emery wins honors
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Ind.; Mrs. Volena West, Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Mrs. Rosebud George, Box 301,
Murray; Mrs. Kathleen Overby,
308 North Sixth St:, Murray;
Joseph Skelton, 1508 Sycamore St.,
Murray;
Mrs. Katie Herndon, 803 Meadow Lane, Murray; Landon Keesee, Rt. 6, Box 164, Murray;
Clayton Adams (expired) 1002
Walnut St., Murray.
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, April
1, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Murdock baby girl, parents, Kellie and Jeff, Rt. 1, Box 155A,
Sedalia;
Edwards baby girl, parents,
Madonna and Michael, Rt. 3, Box
47A, Benton;
Stallins baby girl, mother, Anna
Peek, Rt. 4, Box 631, Murray;
Steelman baby girl, mother,
Robyn Herndon, Rt. 1, Box 298,
Almo.
Dismissals
Miss Brandy Popham, Rt. 1, Box
46, Almo; Mrs. Velvet J. Wilson
and baby girl, 1704 Ryan Ave.,
Murray; Mrs. Kathryn G. Williams,
P.O. Box 35B, Hardin;
Mrs. Edna J. Bonds, P.O. Box
15, Hazel; Floyd S. Slettvet, 702
Hillcrest Dr., Mayfield; Mrs. La
Verna Hardie, Rt. 1, Box 165,
Almo;
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall (expired)
1201 Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, April 2,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hughes baby boy, parents,
Andrea and Roc, Rt. I, Box 200,
Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Prentice Ferrell, Rt. 2, Box 41,
Union City, Tenn.; Donald Thurston, Rt. 4, Box 128, Murray;
George Cossey, Rt. 3, Box 222,
Murray;
Mrs. Carla Lemmons and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 454, Benton; Ms.
Sabrina Scribner and baby girl, Rt.
1, Box 221, Springville, Tenn.;
Miss Balinda Graves, Rt. 4, Paris, Tenn.;
Gossum and
baby girl, 1201 Sunnyside Dr.,
Mayfield;
Mrs. Beulah Calhoon, Rt. 5, Box
394, Murray; Mrs. Melissa Hooks,
Rt. 8, Box 1000, Murray; Mrs.
Attie Story, 1301 Oakhill Ct.,

Murray;
Otis Lamb, Rt. 1, Box 53, Murray; Mrs. Blanche Spiceland, Rt. 8,
Box 563, Murray; Luther Compton,
1211 Melrose Dr., Murray;
Mrs. Bessie Bynum, Rt. 3, Box
408, Murray; James Farris, Rt. 7,
Waldrop Dr.„ Mayfield;
Gerald Waldrop, 1624 Olive St.,
Murray; Mrs. Vivian Watkins, 802
Sunnylane, Murray; Edwin Knight,
Box 73, Hazel.

Ashley Ann Martin born
Mr. and Mrs. John Allen Martin of 1405 Stadium View Dr., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter, Ashley Ann, weighing eight pounds five
ounces, measuring 20 inches, born on Friday, March 16, at 3:02 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Valerie Ann
Lawrence. Grandparents are Neel T. and Thelma J. Martin of Marion,
Roger and Margaret Holloman of Lola, and Wilburn Lawrence of
Smithland.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, April 4, at Muehleman
Psychological Building, 503 Poplar St., Murray. Beginners will meet at
5:30 p.m. and regular meeting will be from 6 to 7 p.m. OA is a fellowship
of men and women from all walks of life who meet in order to help solve
a common problem, compulsive overeating. The only requirement for
membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after
the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There are no nues, no fees, no
weigh-ins and no diets.

Bake sale will be April 14
The Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church, Murray,
will have a bake sale on Saturday, April 14, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Some
items for sale will be yeast breass, muffins, cakes, pies, congealed and
frozen salads. "Come and buy your Easter sweets," said Judy Lyle and
Mug Rigsby, co-chairmen for the event.

Dr. Billington will be speaker
Holly Elise Emery, three-months-old daughter of Jell and Rita Emery
of Hazel, won honors at a recent Velvet Beauty Show Prince and
Princess Pageant held at Paris, Tenn. She received trophies for
runner-up, most photogenic and best dressed winter wear. She is the
granddaughter of Brooks and Peggy Gibson and Mr. and Mrs. E.A.
Emery. Her sponsors were Shear Creations Beauty Shop and Tanning
Center, Murray, and Jeff's ATV Racing Team and Repair Shop,
Hazel.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

ei/x'
Ni15V5

FOR WEDNESDAY„A-PRIL 4, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Important financial dealings will
soon occur in your life. Right tu•w
though be on guard against deceptive
proposals. A friend is testy.. but s( ocial
life is nevertheless favored
TAURUS
(Apr. 2)) to May 20:
You'll soon be feeling more confident and self-expressive. Re distrustful .of rumors you hear now
Soft-pedal differences • with a
higher-up. Accent home life tonight
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 2)))
A financial proposith in made to
you today is dubious at hest. Social
life is favored but av( tid heated
discussions about ideol(igical concerns. Work problems require patience.
CANCER
1
(June 21 to .July 22)
A business partnership is not a
good idea at present. Chances for
financial gain however do come now.
Money could be a source if dissension tonight.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 22)
Important business discussuons are
coming soon, but daydreaming could
interfere with concentration today.
Tonight do your best to meet a
partner half-way.
VIRGO
( Aug. 2;3 to Sept.22)
You'll be consulting wish a new
adviser in the near future. Its not a
day to take financial risks. Do further
research before making a commitment. Watch temperament tonight.

Professional Portraits Aren't Expensive
They Are Priceless

iTHEATRES

tez

LIBRA
(Sept. 2:3 to 0(1.22)
A new job project will fascinate
you. Friends and family may not be at
ease with each other today. Dating is
favored tonight if you'll avoid quarreling.
SCORPIO
(i tut 23 to Nov. 21)
Some career progress will be made
today, but you'll encounter some
tricky situations now. It's a question
of good timing today. some compromises may be necessary.
SAGITTARIUS
( N(ov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You'd be fo( dish to take a financial
gamble today. Leisure pursuits are
favored, but watch a tendency to be
self-righteous. Practice a live and let
live
philosophy.
CAPRICORN
(lieu. 22 to Jan. 19)
Financial affairs may be complicated today and there's a tendency to
argue with others about money now.
Tonight you may not quite understand where a relative's coming from.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be making some important
domestic decisions in the coming
weeks. Rumour and hearsay are
making the rounds today. Guard
against an excessive show of independence tonight.
PISCES
*Orr
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
•alstit
A friend may be evasive if not
down right deceptive. Financial gains
come through career, but some
negotiation's today may be complicated. Guard against over tiredness.
YOU BORN TODAY have more
patience than the typical member of
your sign. Though impulsive at times,
you have self-discipline and can work
hard *hen interested.
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reviEastwood Baptist Church, located on Highway 94 East, is hold
val services through Wednesday, April 4. Dr. Charles Billington, son of
the late Dr. Dallas Billington of Akron Baptist Temple, Akron, Ohio, is
the speaker for services at 7:30 p.m. tonight and Wednesday. A nursery
will be provided. For transportation call 753-1834.

Celebration to be Wednesday
Celebration of Communications by Forensics Team of Murray State
University will be Wednesday, April 4, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 310B, Wilson Hall, MSU. Events will include Poetry Interpretation, Duo Interpretation, Dramatic Interpretation, and Persuasive Speakeing. There is no
admission charge, but donations will be accepted. The public is invited.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
April 5, at 1 p.m. at the clubhouse. The Rev. Clarence W. Helrnich will
give "Horticulture Tips:" Mary Wells will give the introduction; and
Myrtle Douglas will give the thought for the day. Hostesses will be Lula
Bingham, Jackie Jordan, Doris Cella, Effie Vaughn, Louie Gibson and
Martha Cherry. Top winners at the March card party were Elizabeth Pasco, bridge; Lorraine Carter, canasta; and Larue Redden, pinochle.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Larry Bohannon of Kirksey from Lourdes; Maudie Kennerly,
Wilma Stephenson and Betty Bizzell, all of Murray, from Western
Baptist.

Mrs. Guillory will travel
Mrs. Mildred (Millie) Guillory of New Concord will travel to Washington, D.C., in late spring to visit her niece and husband, Col. and Mrs.
Donald Willhouse. Col. Willhouse is assigned to the Army Chief of
Staff's Office in the Pentagon. She will travel with her oldest sister and
mother of Mrs. Willhouse, Mrs. Beadia Grayson of Emerson, Ark.

Courtney Michelle Oakley born
Mr. and Mrs. James Andrew Oakley of Rt. 1, Box 142, Benton, are the
parents of a daughter, Courtney Michelle, weighing eight pounds three
ounces, measuring 221/2 inches, born on Monday, March 26, at 9:27 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Christy
Kay Duncan. Grandparents are Jimmy and Janice Barlow, Benton, the late
Cleo Duncan, and Jimmy and Barbra Oakley of Murray.

Tom Selleck makes unexpected
appearance at board meeting
HONOLULU (AP)- Everyone
knew who he was, but Tom Selleck
introduced himself anyway when
he made an unexpected appearance
before the Kaimuki Neighborhood
Board
Selleck spoke last week in favor
of keeping the state-operated film
studio at its present location on the
back slopes of Diamond Head. A
neighborhood group has expressed

Track Lighting
Clearance Sale

1:30
3:55
700
9:55

Born on the 4th
of July (R)

Track Lighting
which includes

Easter Special
1 - 8X10
2 - 5X7
8 - Wallet
Includes sitting fee & choice of proofa.

Families Welcome

607 S. 4M. St.

Murray, Ky.

Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles (PG)

130
3.20
7OS
100

Bargain Matinees
3.00 Adult 2.50 Child
March 30-April 8

4 ft. Track, 2 Heads

$3500

(antique & polished brass slightl

HOLESALE

Starting April 6
Ernest Goes To Jail
Rent sour mon ir.*at the mu% it
100,4 Chest nut • 75:1-3:111
Open 11:am di 10:pm

a ila
in \lame,
Blue, Black
Gre, Brass
& Polished Brass.
higher

LECTHIC
SUPPLY

206 E. Main

753-8194

concern noise and traffic generated
by the studio takes away from the
natural beauty.
"I care about the film industry
here," said Selleck, who haslived
in the area for 10 years.
The star of Hawaii-based "Magnum P.I." is executive producer of
"Revealing Evidence," a TV
movie that could become a Hawaiibased series.

Melissa Gilbert says
life is better now
with Bo Brinkman
RADNOR, Pa. (AP)- "Little
House on the Prairie" star Melissa
Gilbert says her life is wonderful
since her husband, actqrscreenwriter Bo Brinkman, has
received help for alcohol abuse.
"Our marriage counselor saved
our lives and our marriage," the
25-year-old Miss Gilbert said in the
April 7 issue of TV Guide. "We
couldn't live apart anymore."
Miss Gilbert, whose teen-age
romance with actor Rob Lowe was
the stuff of tabloid columns, had
been living apart from Brinkman
since he became drunk and flew
into a rage last year in Hong Kong
where she was filming a TV movie,
she said.
Miss Gilbert said she and Lowe
remain good friends since ending
their relationship three years ago.
"What we had was a passionate
childhood infatuation," she said.
"But, ultimately, I think we realized that although there was a lot
of passion and fun between us, it
was not the calm, soothing type of
material you need for a marriage."
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Coming community events announced
Tuesday, April 3
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'N Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.
Alpha Mu 04760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International will have a
sing-a-long at 6:30 p.m. followed
by bingo at West View Nursing
Home.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7538, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will have
a practice at 6:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

3

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer Meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Celebration of Communications
by Forensics Team at Murray State
University will be at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 310B, Wilson Hall, MSU.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.

Works by ha M. Edger will be
on display today through April 15
in upper level of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include business meeting at 7
p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting
at 8 p.m.

Teen-agers eat many snacks

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Youth Handbells at 5:30
p.m.; Klaymata Fellowship at 6
p.m.; Prayer meeting at 6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

that teens add cheese, a source of
calcium, to the hamburgers they eat
with the soda at lunch.
Weinstock said nutrients are provided by popcorn, fruits and vegetables, and she said the consumption of high-fiber foods to stimulate salivation would help wash
away excess sugar from snack
foods.

By EARL ARONSON

Bingo, sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's C.,tholic
Church.

Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by senior citizens.
Helicopter and airplane rides
will be at open house at MurrayCalloway County Airport.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at Muchleman Psychological
Building, 503 Poplar St. Beginners
will meet at 5:30 p.m. and regular
meeting at 6 p.m.
Murray An Guild at 103 North
Sixth St., Murray, will be open
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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Video Teleconference for Earth
Day will be from 12:30 to 3:45
p.m. in Barkley Room, Curris Center, Murray State University. For
;nformation call 762-4229.

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

Jackson Purchase Doll Club is
scheduled to meet at 12 noon at
Sirloin Stockade.

as

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include Mid-Week
Prayer meeting, Bible Study,
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends at 7 p.m.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.

Wednesday, April 4
Senior Citizens' Golf League
will play at 8 a.m. at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

r-

Ladies' day bridge with Melva
Hatcher, phone 753-9517, as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks
Country Club.

A workshop, "Advanced MS/PC
DOS," will be at 6 p.m. in Room
209N, Business Building, Murray
State University. For information
call 762-4229.

Events at Grace Baptist Church
will be Ministry of Visitation at 10
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. and CPMLorine Smith at 2 p.m.

SA
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Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir
and Finance Committee at 7:30
p.m.

Works by Amy B. Jones will be
on display today through April 15
in Curris Center Gallery, Murray
State University.

Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have a cottage prayer meeting at 7
p.m. at home of Charles and Bobbie Burkeen.

de

RCIA will be at 7 p.m. in Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.

Bereavement Support Group will
meet at 9:30 a.m. in Hospice
Office, first floor, Murray Calloway County Hospital.

For the Associated Press

Families with teen-agers probably notice that their snack supplies
usually are low. Teens seem to eat
constantly, because they are growing constantly, and need the vitamins, minerals and protein they
derive from meals and snacks.
Nutritionists say snacking, also
known as grazing, is important to
today's lifestyles. But Dr. Mary
Kinney Sweeten, a nutritionist for
the Texas Agricultural Extension
Service in College Station, Texas,
says "good snacking" is
important.
"Teen-agers often fall into the
habit of eating the same foods all
the time," Sweeten says, "and
sometimes the snacks they choose
may not provide the variety of
nutrients these youngsters need."
She says an FDA Consumer article by Cheryl Weinstock noted that
"the soda that replaces milk at
lunch may reduce the calcium in
the diet." Weinstock suggested

Sweeten says that while snacking
can be an asset, it becomes a liability if it results in more calories
than a teen needs. "Obesity commonly starts during teen-age years,
so sensible snacking habits should
be encouraged."
Weinstock says nutritious snacks
are often less tasty and satisfying
than traditional candy, potato chips
and sodas, but there are ways to
satisfy a "sweet tooth" and still
keep calories low.
"If you have a craving for
sweets, a bite-size candy bar or
one-half of a popsickle is better
than a regular candy bar or a whole
popsickle," she says.

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: In response to "A
Capricorn," who felt sorry for herself
because she had a birthday so close
to Christmas:
How would you like to have a Jan.
1 birthday? Almost everyone stays
out late on New Year's Eve, and
they're either too tired or hung over
to remember your birthday. Besides,
they're all broke from Christmas
shopping.
I'm 70 years old and didn't even
have a birthday cake until I was 50,
when my daughter surprised me. I
came from a large farm family. My
mother did a lot of holiday baking,
and she couldn't afford to make a
special birthday cake for me. Gifts?
Forget it.
When my children were old
enough to get an allowance, they
saved up and bought me a birthday
present. I could tell you more, but I
think I've made my point.
DOROTHY IN SACRAMENTO
DEAR DOROTHY: You think
you were slighted on your birthday? Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I was born in December. So was my husband, same
day, so every year we receive one
birthday card for the two of us from
one of his relatives. The all-time
classic was received this year in our
Christmas card. It contained the
usual printed jargon, was signed by
"Harry and Mabel"— and included a
P.S. wishing us both a happy birthday! Talk about economizing! Two
Christmas greetings plus two birthday greetings — all in one.
I am tempted to send one joint
card to Harry and Mabel on Harry's
birthday, and include Mabel in the
P.S. (Their birthdays are three
months apart.)Think they'll get the
hint?
SLIGHTED

1/
2 Price

DEAR ABBY: I just had to write
about my late husband's Dec. 12
birthday. One year my sister forgot
his birthday completely, but at
Christmastime she arrived with a
rather large suit box. Half of it was
wrapped in birthday wrapping pa-

•Impo Dress & Casual
With Bags To Match
Selected Few
southside Shopping
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ie,

Center
753-8339

an aerator to prepare
your lawn for seeding.

2.Rent

a seeder/spreader to
fertilize and sew seed.

3.Rent a lawn roller to smooth
and compact the yard.

'11111

We also rent tillers, riding mowers,
push mowers & trimmers.
C=14)
RENTAL SALES

CENTER
200 E. Main St.

Murray

753-0201

SOFA SPECTACULAR
All Brands
In Stock AND Special Order

0%
OFF LIST PRICE

°the

For A Limited Time

ABSOLUTELY NO PAYMENT
DUE FOR A FULL SIX MONTHS

LI
CRASS FURNITURE
With Approved Credit and Minimum S399.00 Purchase

300 Maple

,91e

1. Rent

On Name Brands
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3 steps to a
beautiful lawn. .

BENCHCRAFT

•Yo-Yo High Top & Low Cut Tennis Shoes IZ:t• 0
•Daisy
•Unisa Sandals 41419'C.
,
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DEAR ABBY: I am utterly disgusted with people who whine because they were born in the month of
December when people sometimes
combine their birthday gift with their
Christmas gift.
I have my own theory about birth•••
day gifts: I think everyone should
send his mother a gift on his own
DEAR ABBY:My father was born birthday. After all, who but his
on Dec. 25. When he and I went to mother gave him the most precious
Europe for a vacation last summer, gift of all — life?
as we were going through customs, a
And as far as Christmas gifts are
cheerful young woman looked at his concerned, that has turned
into a
passport and exclaimed, "Oh
a gigantic commercial circus. IfChrisChristmas baby!" Dad was 88 years tians want to celebrate the birth
of
old.
Christ, let them make a donation to
GERALDINE IN'HARTFORD their church. •
No name. please. I have to live in
•••
this town.
HATES GIFT-GIVING

* *•

other."
The Walls, who are 98 years old,
remain self-sufficient, live in the
same home they have occupied
since 1952 and have six children.
The oldest are Dean Wall and Jean
Lee, twins born on New Year's
Day 75 years ago. Their youngest
is 60.
Wall finds it hard keeping track
of all the great-great-grandchildren.
"We don't always hear about
them when they're born," he said.
"But there are 253, as near as I can
guess, in the family."
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per and the other half was wrapped
in Christmas paper.
Inside the box was a pair of pajamas — the tops were for his birthday
and the bottoms were for Christmas!
R.E.W. IN OHIO

Couple married for 77 years
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — It will
never work, friends told Mary Boyson after she accepted an offer of
marriage from Don Wall.
"Some of her friends said
because I was short I wouldn't ever
amount to much," he said. "They
tried to discourage it."
Don, at about 5 feet, may be
short, but the marriage wasn't. The
couple celebrated 77 years together
on Monday.
"We've never had a quarrel —
yet," Mrs. Wall said. "We try to
be kind and patient with each
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Not Much Icing on
the Cake For Holiday
Birthday Babies

Wednesday, April 4
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.

Murray Civic Music Association
will present a concert by rinist
Enrique Graff at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. For information call 762-7340.

German Shepherd Dog Club will
meet at 8 p.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. For information
call 436-2858.
1
a

Wednesday, April 4
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 9
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
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Downtown Murray
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March
Madness

Rebs dunk Duke in championship
By JOHN NELSON
Associated Press Sports Writer

Tarkanian deserves a
few moments of peace
By JIM LITKE
Associated Press Sports Writer

DENVER — If little else seems right about
college basketball, it still makes for great drama:
Five months shy of his 60th birthday, Jerry
Tarkanian, who is smallish and Armenian and
‘ery wealthy, concluded the grandest night of his
professional life forever grateful to five young
men who were tall and black and very poor.
Only in America.
'People use words like 'outlaw' and 'cheat'
and he gets knocked in the papers 100 different
ways," Lois Tarkanian said of her husband.
But he walks into a gym in a black high
school almost anywhere and the kids stand up
and cheer.
"I guess it's because they know what it's like
to get knocked, too."
They cheer because Jerry Tarkanian of Nevada-Las Vegas
(where else could he be from?) takes a flyer on kids grounded
in the most squalid sort of reality, from poor schools and poorer homes, the kind of kids that the Dukes of this world can
usually afford to avoid.
They do so because Jerry Tarkanian goes out on another
limb, no matter that the kid before may have cut it off behind
him. His list of failures is at least as long as his list of successes and in trying to shorten the first and lengthen the latter,
NCAA investigators have spent more time on his campus than
some of his former students.
Just this season. nine different players were suspended for a
total of 33 games for infractions ranging from bad grades to
fights to forgetting to pay hotel bills and repay student loans.
Even as he took home the NCAA's championship trophy MonJay night, speculation started anew whether investigators had
enough new stuff on him to take the hardware back.
Tarkanian has never been a clubby sort of fellow and when
he settled in at an outpost in the Nevada desert, he had little
to spend on recruiting and not much of a program to sell to
recruits.
He turned to junior college players back then, he once said
.alf in jest, because their cars are already paid for. And as
recently as Monday night, he allowed as how he would have
wed to have brought the families of many of his players to
Denver, but that it would simply give the NCAA's hounds yet
another paper trail to start sniffing down.
And he did his best not to gloat.
"This is not revenge," he said, "but it is sweet_ I never felt
could win this tournament. I wasn't a great college player, I
didn't play at a big-time program and I never coached at one.
"Usually, the guys who win this," he said, "played at bigme programs for big-time coaches."
This running battle with the watchdogs has been very emo::onal, very public and only recently, very costly. Earlier this
ear, Tarkanian made a temporary peace with the NCAA by
agreeing to a settlement wherein he picks up the tab for all the
'4a1 fees for court battles dating back to the 1970s. And the
last time someone checked the meter, it was about $320,000.
So why does he do it?
: Winning is the most obvious answer, and the rewards certainmake it a more attractive proposition. Tarkanian owns the
best winning percentage among coaches still working the floor,
and this year's Final Four appearance — his third in 17 seasons
— guaranteed him a bonus of $100,000 over and above a
handsome salary, the perks and walking-around money a celebrican pick up in glittering Las Vegas.
But it appears to go deeper than that.
"He identifies with kids who have had a tougher time in
life," Lois Tarkanian said. "He got into a little trouble himself
as a young man, though nothing serious. And he talks a lot
about how, if his own mother hadn't been patient with him, he
might not have made it through college.
"And if you know anything about Armenian history," she
added, "then you wouldn't have any trouble understanding
why."
Jerry Tarkanian was not yet born in 1917, when relatives
sewed gold coins into the hem of his mother's dress, lifted her
onto the saddle of a horse and sent her rating down a hill.
Behind her, one of the bloodiest and longest-running feuds in
history was boiling over again, Turks this time massacring
Armenians and some 2 million would eventually perish. Her
father already had been beheaded and her mother about to be
doused in flame as she rode off into the distance.
Which explains why, on the eve of the tournament, Tarkanian
said that whatever the NCAA would and could do to him, it
would hardly qualify as "persecution."
Perry Watson, who sent Monday night's star, Anderson Hunt,
direct from his own small-scale dynasty at Detroit Southwestern
High to Tarkanian, remembers that the coach's Armenian background wasn't the first thing the two talked about when they
met.
Through the years, though, he had several kids Tarkanian
coveted and didn't get — Antoine Joubert, who opted for
Michigan and Bill Jones, who chose Iowa — and while Watson
searched for the right kid to send West, they struck up something of a friendship.
"It always impressed me the way kids loved to play for him,
and after we talked, I thought a lot of it had to do with his
background," Watson said. "That explained part of why he got
along with the kids, but not why they played so well for him.
"But if you watched tonight, you could see why. He doesn't
try to change them. If they play their tails off for him on
defense, he'll let them do whatever the hell they want on the
other end of the court. And you can't emphasize whyt that
means to kids like these ... at that age.
"It's — I don't know how to put it — it's a kind of freedom, and some kids respond better than others."
The fact that he has now won it all will hardly end the
debate over whether he is right or wrong, yet this much is
clear: Jerry Tarkanian is hardly an altruist, and certainly not a
saint, but for however long it lasts, he gave five kids and a
handful more a boost onto a stage that few of them could have
climbed if they had wound up anywhere else.
Tor that alone, he deserves a few moments peace.
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Nevada-Las Vegas star Larry Johnson and embattled head
coach Jerry Tarkanian are now walking on top of the world
after the Rebels walked all over Duke, 103-73, in Monday
night's NCAA championship game.

DENVER — The lark finally made his mark, and how!
With the most dominating performance in the history of the NCAA championship game, Nevada-Las Vegas beat Duke 103-73 Monday night, giving Runnin'
Rebels coach Jerry Tarkanian his first national -title.
"You can call us bad guys. You can call us thugs. You can call us hoodlums.
But please, at the end of that, just put: national champions," UNLV's Larry Johnson said.
For Duke, the team that's been to the Final Four three straight years and four of
the last five without a title, things got worse with experience rather than better.
The 30-point winning margin was the largest in the history of the NCAA's title
game, and UNLV was the first team ever to score 100 or more points for the
championship. UNLV also had a record 16 steals as the Runnin' Rebels defense
contested nearly every Duke pass.
"I'm sorry that we couldn't give them a better challenge," Duke coach Mike
Krzyzewski said, "but that doesn't take away from what my team did all season.
We just couldn't function out there. That's the best any team has ever played
against me.
"There really wasn't much we could do tonight," Krzyzewski said. "They
wouldn't let us do anything."
Before Monday night, the most lopsided championship victory was UCLA's
23-point win over North Carolina in 1968. And the most points scored in a title
game were 98 in UCLA's 1964 victory over Duke.
Much had been written about this being a battle of good and evil: Duke, with its
pristine halls of academic excellence, vs. UNLV, a surreal snakepit of gamblers,
gangsters and non-graduates.
But a clarion call for re-evaluation came from, of all places, the halls of propriety themselves.
"They are a real classy bunch of kids," Duke's coach said, "and they played
their hearts out. They were so gracious to us in victory. If I wore a hat. I would
take it off to them."
Tarkanian has been in and out of trouble with the NCAA for more than a
decade. He's taken the NCAA to court, and he's taken them to task. Now, he prefers to avoid confrontation.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Newton continues to deny rumors
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

While Steve Newton visits Beaumont, Tex. today, Murray State
athletic director Michael D. Strickland waits in Murray with his fingers crossed.
Newton left Denver for Beaumont after watching Monday's
NCAA championship game to
interview for the head men's
basketball coach and athletics
director positions at the Texas
school. He spent most of Monday
denying reports that an offer had

already been made and accepted.
Two Beaumont television stations reported in error on Sunday
evening that Newton had already
accepted the jobs at Lamar. A published report in Monday's Paducah
Sun had Newton mulling over
Lamar's "offer," as did three
reports on Paducah television station WPSD, despite MSU's sports
information staff's denial that
Lamar had made an offer.
Newton continues to flatly deny
that the job has even been offered.
"I don't know how that ever
started," Newton told the Louisvil-

VI

le Courier-Journal. "They have
invited me to campus, and that's
really where we are."
Ball Sate coach Dick Hunsaker
reportedly visited the Lamar campus on Monday.
While Newton and his wife
Kathy are going through the interview process today in Beaumont
with Lamar president Dr. Bill
Franklin, Strickland and the university are anxiously awaiting word.
"Steve has kept me up to date on
this every day," Strickland said
(Cont'd on page 9)
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STEVE NEWTON

Local athletics

'Breds 'bat'-tle out of slump; Calloway wins
Staff Report
Ledger & Times Sports

Murray State Thoroughbred
coach Johnny Reagan keeps thinking the 'Breds will bat their way
out of a hitting slump. On Monday
they may have begun to do so.
The 'Breds notched their first
OVC win of the season with a 7-5
victory over Tennessee Tech, using
a three-run homer by Bobby
Schoen in a five-run fifth inning to
improve to 10-12 and salvage the
final game of a three-game OVC
series with the Golden Eagles.
"We're always thinking we're
going to break out of this," Reagan
said. "Maybe today we did."
Tech used a walk, wild pitch and
a hit batsmen to score a run in the
:ounh, but John Grzanich led off
the Murray fourth with a single,
followed by a Ben Garland double.
Dale Dunn reached on a Tech
error, scoring Grzanich, and second
baseman Schoen cleared the bases
with a homer over the 375-feet sign
in right center.
Murray added two more runs in
the inning on singles by Jason Harner and Danny Alfeldt and a walk
by Willie Wilder.
Tech answered with two runs in
the top of sixth, but Murray used
singles by Schoen, Alfeldt, Wilder,
Ricky Chism and Haner to score
two in the seventh.
Tech plated a run in the eighth to
chase Murray starter and winning
pitcher Gary Glidewell, and, after
relief work from Chism, Eric
Greaser picked up the save in the
top of the ninth by forcing a Tech
groundout.
"We hit the ball a lot better and
got some good innings out of our
starting pitching," Reagan said.

• • •
Meanwhile, the Calloway County Lakers were introducing the
mound to a few new hurlers in an
11-0 win over Ballard Memorial.
Calloway seniors Robert "Pookie" Jones and Benji Kelly made
their first varsity pitching appearances, while Alan Miller made only
his second as the Lakers improved
to 3-0 on the year.
Jones tossed the first three innnings for the victory, while Kelly
and Miller threw an inning each in
the five-frame affair.
"What I was most impressed
with was they gave up just one
walk," McCallon said. "I was hoping to see if they could throw
strikes, and that's what they did."
The Lakers scored five runs in
the top of the first, thanks to consecutive hits from Scott Adams,
Jones, Joey Waller, David Potts,
Travis Turner, and Miller and a
sacrifice fly from Rob Dennis.
They added three runs in the third,
on back-to-back singles by Waller
and Potts and a two-run double by
Miller.
Calloway scored twice in the
third on a Waller single, and added
a run in the fifth off a double by
Adams and a Ballard error.
The Lakers host Heath today, in
a junior varsity-varsity doubleheader beginning at 1 p.m.
"Our goal was to be 4-0 before
we went on our trip," McCallon
said of the Lakers' tour to Alabama
later this week. "We need a win
today to do that, but Heath's going
to be tough competition."
•

•

•

MSU SHOOTING
The National Rifle Association's
U.S. shooting team has named
MSU's Deena Wigger to represent
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MSU second baseman Bobby Schoen delivered the key hit — a threerun homer — as the 'Breds scored five runs in the fifth inning of
Tuesday's 7-5 win.
Staff photo by David Flaunty
the United States in the 1990
World Cup USA, April 4-7 in Chino, Cal.
To date, 44 nations and an estimated 450-plus shooters will compete in the four-day event — the
first World Cup of shooting ever
held in the United States.
Wiggcr has participated in the
Olympics and, last fall, won the
World Cup in Europe. She is recognized as the best female air riglist competing today.
MSU TRACK
The Murray State Lady Racers
sprint medley relay team of Felicia
Upton, Anna Cherry, Stephanie
Saleem and Val Bowser set a new
school record of 3:53.02 while
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winning the event over the
weekend in the Florida Relays.
The four also set a school record
of 3:39.68 while placing second in
the 4x400 relay, while Dawn
Woodside also set a school record,
placingt eighth in the discus with a
144-8 toss.
Woodside was second
javelin throw and fourth in
put, while twin sister
Woodside took third
heptathlon.
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Natasha Brown was second in
the triple jump and sixth in the
long jump, and teamed with
Saleem, Upton and Cherry to place
fourth in the 4x100 relay.
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'Potential'lures Hamilton to Miami program
MIAMI (AP) — Leonard Hamilton, lured from Oklahoma State by
what he described as unlimited
potential at the University of
Miami, became the Hurricanes'
new basketball coach Monday.
Hamilton, 41, said the decision
to accept the job was a difficult
one. Miami's program last winter
averaged just 2,000 fans for home
games and has yet to earn a postseason tournament berth since the
school resumed basketball in 1985

after a IS-year hiatus.
But Hamilton said he has high
expectations.
"We would like very much to
compete on the highest level," he
said. "I feel the potential here at
Miami is unlimited.
"You have a great, great city
with a lot of things going on that
you can sell to a young man. And
more than anything else, there are a
lot of (potential) recruits in this
area

"To be honest with you, we
didn't enjoy those things in Stillwater, Okla."
Hamilton had a 56-63 record in
four years with the Cowboys. They
were 17-14 last season, with seven
losses to Top Ten teams, and
reached the second round of the
NIT.
Hamilton went to Oklahoma
State after 12 years as an assistanl
coach with Kentucky. He helped
the Wildcats win the 1978 national
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championship and earned a reputation as a strong recruiter.
Hamilton succeeds Bill Foster,
who resurrected the Miami program and announced last fall that he
would resign after the season. The
Hurricanes were 78-71 under Foster, including 13-15 the past year.
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Foster blamed community apathy
toward the Hurricanes partly on the
lack of a conference affiliation or
on-campus playing site.
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Rebs dunk Duke in championship...
(Coned from page 8)
"I really did not want to accept the trophy,"
Tarkananian said. "I wanted our athletic director to do it, but they said I had to."
It was not a signal of personal revenge, he
said, but just the opposite. He didn't want to
look like he was gloatint, and he wanted the
athletic director to accept the trophy for all the
people of Nevada.
"Nevadans get knocked a lot," he said. "But
I know the city is going crazy right now.... This
obviously was a great win for this team, for our
community, and the city of Las Vegas.
"This is not revenge, but it is sweet."
For the Duke players, there was no sweetness,
and for many of them, this was not a new experience. Alaa Abdelnaby is one of three seniors on
the Blue Devils team, all of whom have been to
three Final Fours without tasting the ultimate
fruit of their labors.
"We played so hard all year long," Abdelnaby said. "This morning, I really thought that
we'd play well and that we could win. It's a
dream to win the national champiolnship, and
for that to not happen and then to have them
dominate us, well, I feel terrible."
From almost the outset, the question was not
whether UNLV would win. It was by how much.
UNLV led by 12 at halftime, 47-35, and
although Duke scored on its first six possessions
of the second half, the Runnin' Rebels still led
57-47.
And that's when UNLV began a run of 18
straight points that, in less than three minutes,
made a shambles of what little hope remained
for Duke.
Eight of the 18 points came on fast breaks,
two off steals by Stacey Augmon, the man
whose name has become synonymous with
defense at UNLV. Anderson Hunt had 12 of the
points in the run, including two 3-pointers and
two fast-break layups.
When it was over, UNLV led 75-47 with
13:18 to play.

"I've never seen a team play so well in a
championship game," Duke sophomore Christian Laettner said.
Hunt finished with 29 points for Vegas
(35-5). Johnson had 22 points, 11 rebounds, four
steals and was a big part of the reason that
UNLV scored 32 points off Duke's 23 turnovers. In one first-half stretch, when UNLV went
from a 16-11 lead to a 21-11 margin in 28 seconds, Johnson had two steals and fed Hunt on
two breakaways.
"We ran and ran and ran," UNLV reserve
forward Moses Scurry said. "We could probably
run with the Lakers right now."
Phil Henderson led the Blue Devils (29-9)
with 21 points, and Laettner had 15, although
most of them came in bunches after long silent
periods.
"Usually, we're able to get some fast breaks
and some easy baskets off our defense, but there
were no easy layups off our defense tonight not one," Laettner said.
The championship game was the culmination
of troubled seasons for both teams.
Henderson criticized his teammates as being
"babies" after Duke lost to Georgia Tech in the
Atlantic Coast Conference tournament for their
fourth loss in six games. Some angry words
were exchanged, and out of it came Duke's selfascribed nickname, "Twelve Angry Men."
But that was pretty mild stuff compared with
UNLV's troubles. Both Scurry, UNLV's sixth
man, and center David Butler missed the season's first six games on academic suspension.
Scurry later was suspended for another game for
punching an opposing coach.
Eight more players served one-game NCAA
suspensions for skipping out on a hotel phone
bill a year ago in Hawaii. Then, against Fresno
State on Feb. 12, point guard Greg Anthony
broke his jaw. It's still wired partially closed.
"I never felt I could win this tournament,"
said Tarkanian, who has coached at UNLV for
17 seasons. "I wasn't a great college player, and

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray

UNLV (103)

Johnson 8-12 4-4 22, Augmon 0-7 0-1 12,
&ober 1-4 2-2 4,
Hunt 12-16 1-2 29. Anthony 5-11 3-4 13, Scurry
2-5 1-25, Boca
0-1 0-00, Young 2-2 00 5, Jon./ 4-50-OS
5 Jailer 00 o-o 0, Rice 0-2 0-0 0 Totals Cvyanovich 1-2 2-2
41-87 13-17 103
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'Your more than one company agency."

EAST REGIONAL
Feet Round
Al The Hertford Civic 0.4inles
Herdprd, Conn.
ThureskiN, March 15
Clemson 49. Brigham Young 47
La Salls 79 Southern lassissipia 63
Connecticut 76 Boston UNvenwry $2
Calton* 65 Indiana 63
At Atlanta
Ta°1r
Friday. March 16
Duke 81 R•chmond 46
Si Johns Si, Tempe 65
UCLA 68 Alaberna-Burnrigham 56
Kansas 79 Fiobert Morns 71
Second Round
At Ti.. Hartford Civic Center
Hartford, Conn
Saturday, March 17
Connecticut 74 California 54
Ciemeon 79, La Salle 75
At The Omni
Atlanta
Sunday, March 16
Duke 76. St John's 72
UCLA 71, Kansas 70
Semifinal*
At Ti.. Meadowlands
Es* Rutherford, N.J.
Thursday, March 22
Connecticut 71, Ciemson 70
Duke 90. UCLA 81
Championship
At Ti.. Mmidovvinde
East Rutherford, N.J.
Saturday, March 24
Duke 79, Connecticut 78. OT
• • .
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
First Round
At Thompoon.Boling Arena
Knosvele, Tenn
Thursday, March 15
UC Santa Barbara 70, Houston 66
liecNgan Stale 75, Murray State 71 OT
Louisana State 70. Milanova 63
Georgia Tech 99. East Tennessee State (13
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Vs.
Friday, March 16
Northern Iowa 74.. 14secu n 71
kinnesota 64, TexasEl Paso 61 CT
Syracuse 70. Coppn Sta* 48
Virginia 75. Novo Dame 67
Second Round
At Thompeon-Boling Arens
Knoxville, Tenn.
Saturday, March 17
Mcbgan Slate 62 UC Santa Barbara 58
Georgia Tech 94 Louisiana State 91
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Vs
Sunday, March 18
Syracuse 63 VIrgina 61
lAnnesota 81, Northern Iowa 78
Semifinals
At The Superdome
New Orleans
Friday, March 23
kannescla 82 Syracuse 75
Georg,a Tadh 81 Michigan State SC CT
Championship
At The Superdixne
New Orleans
Sunday, March 25
Georgia Tech 93. Minnesota 91

DUKE (73)
Brickey 2-4 0-2 4, Laettner 5-12 5-6 15, Alxleinaby
5-7 4-8 14,
Henderson 9-20 2-2 21, Hurley 0-3 2-2 2,
Koubek 1-4 0-0 2, Hill 0-2 0-0 0, McCaffrey Davis 2-5 2-3 6,
0-0 0-0 0, Palmer 0-0 3-4 3, Cook 1-1 0-0 2 1-3 2-2 4, Buckley
Totals 26-61 20-27
73

HaMime-UNLV 47, Duke 35 3-point goals-Duke
1-11 (Henderson 1-8, Koubek 0-1, Hurley 0-2), UNLV 8-14
son 2-2, Cvlianovich 1-1, Young 1-1, Anthony (Hunt 4-7, JohP0-1) Fouled out-Augmon Rebounds-Duke0-1, Bice 0-1, Ride
39 (Leanne( 9),
UNLV 33 (Johnson 11) Assists- Duke 11
(Laettner 5), UNLV 24
(Augmon 7) Total louts-Duke 16, UNLV 23.
A-- 17,765.

I didn't play at a big university. And I wasn't a
coach at a big program.... I guess UNLV has
turned into a big program, but it wasn't that way
when I started.
"For us to come out and play a game like this
is just fantastic," Tarkanian said. "Everybody
thought our season was going down the drain,
and look how far we've come."
In fact, UNLV's 35 victories this season is the
most by a national champion since the 1948
Kentucky Wildcats were 36-3.
The future of UNLV's program is a bright
one. All five of UNLV's starters wound up the
season averaging double figures. And of those
five, only Butler is a senior, although many
expect Johnson, a junior, will enter this year's
NBA draft.

horns and yelling to pedestrians.
craning their necks from
"It's the only thing besides the the adjacent race book seats in
area.
gambling we've ever had here,"
Ornate Caesar's Palace next door
Leila Doren said.
sounded like a crowded gym as the
She joined some 7,000 people, Rebels blew the
game open in the
mostly locals, who lined up under a second half.
desert sun for more than an hour
"It's special. I love 'em, win or
Monday afternoon for a free seat in lose," Debbie
Miller, a waitress at
the university's Thomas & Mack Caesar's,
said. "I'd be screaming
Center, where the game was tele- and yelling,
but I'm at work.
cast on giant screens.
There'll be a party tonight."
When UNLV's record-setting
After semifinal losses in 1977
victory was in the books, the fans and
1987, this was the first appearstreamed out into the parking lot to ance
in a championship game for
whoop it up.
There was whooping in the casinos, too. Although the sports books
were closed for betting, the TV sets
worked. Fans crowded into the (Cont'd from page 8)
Monday afternoon. "He's met with
Mirage Hotel to watch the game,
the prestdent and it's my undermany sitting on the floor and others
standing that he'll visit there
tomorrow. He's due back in town
tomorrow (Tuesday) night or Wednesday morning, and we'll sit down
when he gets back."
If Newton is offered the Lamar
post, Murray State would have to
greatly sweeten Newton's current
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - North Carolina State was given permission by
contract in order to match Lamar's
the UNC
Board of Governors to file suit, if necessary, to force coach Jim Valvano's resignaoffer. Published reports had Lamar
tion. "The next step will be up to N.C. State University's private counsel, along
with
offering
former Cardinal coach Bilhis coordination with the attorney general's office," said Robert "Roddy"
Jones,

Basketball

chairman of the University of North Carolina board. Jones, however, said after
the
unanimous vote that he hoped the question of Valvano's future did not end
up in
court. N.C. State trustees voted 9-3 earlier this month to instruct their attorneys
to
seek the termination of Valvano's contract.
•The coach and his program have been under fire since last January for allegations of academic abuses and, most recently, point-shaving by players on
past
teams. The Wolfpack is already on two years' NCAA probation for the illegal
sale
of sneakers and complimentary tickets.

UNLV. Given the law against betting on Nevada teams, long faces
might have been expected over losing all that action on the NCAA
final.
The Las Vegas Review -Journal
reported that bookmakers missed
out on "a good chunk of money."
There was no way to determine
how much.
"There are times when you set
money aside," Jimmy Vaccaro,
director of the race and sports book
at the Mirage, said.

MIDWE;T *REGIONAL
Fast Round
At The Frank Erwin Center
Austin, Texas
Thursday, March 15

National Hockey League
Final Glance
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pte OF GA
s-NY Rangers
36 31 13 85 279 267
y-New Jersey
37 34 9 83 295 288
y -Washington
36 38 6 78 284 275
y-NY Islanders
31 38 11 73 281 288
Pittsburgh
32 40 8 72 318 359
Prviadelphua
30 39 11 71 290 297
Adams Division
x-Boston
46 25 9 101 289 2'32
y•Buffalo
45 27 8 98 286 248
y -Montreal
41 28 11 93 288 234
y -Hartford
38 33 9 85 275 266
Quebec
1 2 61 7 31 240 407
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Nome Division
W L T Pt. OF GA
1-Chicago
41 33 6 88 316 294
y-St Lou's
37 34 9 83 295 279
y -Toronto
38 38 4 80 337 358
:
r:;•e
irco
nnesota
36 40 4 76 284 291
28 38 14 70 288 323
Smythe Division
I -Calgary
42 23 15 99 348 265

ly Tubbs of Oklahoma S300,000 a
year to return to Beaumont.
Newton's Murray contract is
reportedly worth $51,000, plus
earnings from a weekly television
show and his basketball camps. He
just completed his 12th season on
the Murray State staff, his fifth as
Racer head coach.
"The figures I'm hearing from
Lamar are way out of our range,"
Strickland said. "But I don't think
Steve's -the kind of person who is
persuaded only by money."

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atientic Division
W
L Pct GB
x•Philadelphia
47 26 644 Boston
43 26 636
3
New Yon(
40 31 563 6
Washington
28 44 389 15'4
Mans
17 56 233 30
New Jersey
16 56 222 30-ir
Central Division
,Detroit
52 10 732
.0 hicago
48 23 676 4
Mikvaukes
37 35 514 154
'ndiana
36 35 507 16
Atlanta
35 37 466 17,
Cleveland
31 37 479 18
Orlando
17 54 239 35
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midweet Division
W
L Pct GB
- Shah
50 21 704 San Antonio
48 23 676 2
Dallas
41 30'577 9
Denver
37 35 514 13'.,
fl
35 36 493 1S

Olden, Golden Bear
is back on the prowl

Football
NEW YORK - A total of 184 players changed teams under Plan B, making
the
second season of the NFL's limited free agency plan much like the first - with 37
percent of the players eligible to switch teams doing so. Plan B took effect
last
year as a way for the league to demonstrate that it was allo*ing freedom of movement. It allows each team to protect 37 players, with the rest becoming free agents
for two months - from Feb. 1 to April 1. When the counting concluded Monday,
184 of the 490 eligible players had changed teams. Last year, it was 229 of 619,
when more players were available because this year's roster rules were more
restrictive.

Baseball
NEW YORK - Teams and players reversed course again and decided to expand
rosters to 27 players for the first three weeks of the season. The sides reached
a
verbal agreement to expand rosters on March 19, the day they agreed to a new
four-year labor contract. But the roster deal collapsed last week when they couldn't
agree on how it would affect outright assignments. Teams will have to reduce
to
the normal minimum of 24 players and maximum of 25 on May 1. A proposed
change that would have lowered the five-inning requirement for starters to get
a
victory was dropped.
• . •
SAN DIEGO - An investment group headed by Hollywood producer Tom Werner
signed a letter of intent to purchase the San Diego Padres, club owner Joan Kroc
said. Terms of the transaction were not released, but the club's price tag
was
reported to be $75 million. The deal is contingent on approval of major league
baseball owners before it can be finalized The purchase is expected to be completed within the next 45 to 60 days

Tennis
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina - Defending champion West Germany was ousted
from Davis Cup competition when Alberto Mancini of Argentina beat CarlUwe
Steeb 7-6 (8-6), 6-3, 6-4 in the decisive match. Mancini needed only 25 minutes to
close out the match suspended Sunday because of darkness Argentina now plays
Australia in the Davis Cup semifinal in September in Australia
•

• •

ESTORIL, Portugal - Andrei Cherkasov of the Soviet Union upset seventh-seeded
Guillermo Perez-Roldan of Argentina 7-5, 6-3 in the opening round of the Estoril
Open. Bruguera, seeded eighth. beat Czechoslovakia's Martin Strelba 6-3, 6-3,
and Prpic outlasted Jerome Potier of France, 6-1, 1-6, 7-6 (7-4).
• • •
ORLANDO, Fla. - Fifth-seeded Glenn Layendecker of Boston and No 8 Ramesh
Krishnan of India won first-round matches in the $250,000 Prudential-Bache Securities Classic Layendecker beat Jared Palmer of Wesley Chapel, Fla 6-3, 6-1
and Krishnan defeated Derrick Rostagno of Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif .6-7(2-7).
6-2, 7-5.

Associated Press Golf Writer

AUGUSTA, Ga.- The Olden Bear turned Golden again, and now he's
on the prowl for still another Masters title.
History says the odds are against him.
Sam Snead was 52 when he won his eighth Greensboro Open in 1965.
He was the oldest man to win on the PGA Tour.
Julius Boros was 48 when he won the 1968 PGA championship. He was
the oldest man to win one of golf's Big Four events: the Masters, U.S.
and British Opens and the PGA.
Jack Nicklaus was 46 when he won the 1986 Masters, the oldest man to
win that title. Now he's 50.
And, confident and enthusiastic in the wake of a triumph in his first
start on the Senior PGA Tour, Nicklaus says he's ready to take on the
younger players in the 54th Masters that begins Thursday.
"I think my chances are pretty good," he said. "I really think they
are.
The statement came in the cheerful, confident, rosy review of his victory in the Tradition at Desert Mountain. But that t.'as against a field
restricted to golf's over-50 set. Isn't it possible that he s reading too much
into his first triumph in four years?
Gary Player, a three-time Masters winner and Nicklaus' playing companion over the last two rounds last week, thinks it is more than possible
Nicklaus can win here.
'Extremely' likely," Player said. "He's playing very, very well. I
thought his putting was excellent. He's doing the things you have to do to
win. I don't care what they say about all those younger players. There's
not a one of them can play anything like the way this man plays."
Nicklaus insisted his optimism is based on much more than euphoria.
As usual, he had an array of fact and opinion to support his appraisal.
At the core is his new-old swing. In the years since his sixth Masters
victory, he said, his swing changed to accommodate back problems that,
at one time, threatened his playing career.
Those physical problems are cured, he said, and he has slowly worked
his way back to the swing of an earlier era, a swing that produced 70
American PGA Tour titles and a record 18 major championships.
"I'm very' confident with what I'm doing," he said after reaching the
halfway mark on a goal he'd set for 1990: a victory on both the Senior
and regular tours.' If I'm going to win on the regular tour, the Masters is
the tournament for me to win.
"I've won there six times. I know the course and the tournament and
what it takes to win there. I'm comfortable there. I don't have the strength
I once had, but strength isn't a factor at Augusta. You don't have the
rough there you do at the Open and the PGA.
"There are other fellows who are better than I am around the greens.
But that doesn't give them the advantage at Augusta they might have
some place else.
"And it's a smaller field.
"There arc a lot of pluses for me at Augusta."
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National Basketball Association

By BOB GREEN
NEW YORK - Michael Jordan, who averaged 48.3 points a game last week
in
leading Chicago to a 4-0 record, was named the NBA's player of the week. Jordan
also averaged 12 rebounds, 5.5 assists and 4.5 steals. He scored 69 points
and
had 18 rebounds in a 117-113 overtime victory at Cleveland, the ninth-highest
regular season scoring total in league history.

753-8355

National Hockey League

Newton continues...
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Vegas hits the jackpot with Rebels' championship
LAS VEGAS (AP)- Las Vegas, city of the Strip and big-name
celebrities, became a college town
for one night.
The city that gambled on gambling and won going away, became
home to the NCAA basketball
champions Monday night when the
UNLV Runnin' Rebels ran past
Duke 103-73 in the tournament
championship game.
Ironically, because of a state
law, not one legal cent was bet on
the game in the various sports
books in town. Yet it hardly
seemed to matter that the only
thing Las Vegas got out of the
game was pride.
"Go back home and tell 'em
we're No. 1," yelled college kids
who cruised the Strip, honking
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1989 PONTIAC LEMANS

Fully equipped with air conditioning, automatic transmission, rear window defroster and AM FM stereo.
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List Price:
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Sale Price:
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Video teleconference, panel discussion
on waste management planned April 4
"Let's Not Waste the '90s," a
national town meeting-video conference on solid waste management, will be presented at 12:45
p.m. Wednesday in the Barkley
Room of the ClIfliS Center at Murray State University.
The objective is to generate
broader public understanding of
issues facing business, industry,
government and education, Following the video conference, a panel
will discuss the local impact.
Panelists scheduled to participate
are Ray Dailey, manager of envir-

onmental affairs at Westvaco in
Wickliffe; Don Elias, a director of
the Purchase Area Development
District; Susan Bush, director of
the Kentucky Division of Waste
Management in Frankfort; Tommy
Marshall, director of public works
for the city of Murray; and Dr.
Melvin Henley, chairman of the
Department of Chemistry at Murray State,
"Let's Not Waste the '90s"
serves as the kickoff of the 20th
anniversary of Earth Day and for
Keep America Beautiful Month.

The program is open to the public and is co-sponsored by the Center for Environmental Education
and the Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at
Murray State and the Purchase
Area Development District.
For additional information, contact Ruth Jacquot at 762-2534. To
pre-register, contact the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach at 762-4229 or
1-800-669-7654 from outside Calloway County.

Gov. Wilkinson vetoes House bill designed to give
General Assembly more control of his regulations

The Murray Moose Lodge donated a new pool table to the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Monday to be used in the new community center at 7th and Poplar. Pictured from left accepting the gift are
Senior Citizens' Director Jackie Jordan, Board Chairperson Shirley T. Johnson, Moose Lodge Secretary
Lyle Underwood, Moose member Clay Thompson, Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks, Randy Fuller, owner of Break Time Billiards and Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.

Kentucky to receive surplus commodities shipment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- The
state has been told to expect 1.7
million pounds of surplus commodily foods for April through June,

Me Department for Social Insurance said Monday.
That would be 900,000 pounds
less than was distributed in the pre-
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quarter and 800,000 pounds
less than in the same period in
1989, a department news release
said.
Allocations will be lower nationwide. But "we always request
additional food items and we
expect to get more shipments of
food as the time goes on," department Commissioner Mike Robinson said in the release.
Kentucky is scheduled to receive
756,000 pounds of flour, 403,200
pounds of peanut butter, 252,000
pounds of corn meal, 180,000
pounds of honey, 76,800 pounds of
raisins and 72,036 pounds of pork.
Some commodities may not be
available in every county, the
release said.
Seventeen regional agencies,
including area development districts and community action agencies, set distribution schedules.
Most occur bimonthly or quarterly.
An average of 100,000 Kentucky
households receive surplus food,
the release said.
vious

NEW YORK (AP) - Singer
Gloria Estefan will be allowed to
go home this week to continue her
rehabilitation from two fractured
vertebrae, a hospital spokeswoman
said Monday.
Estefan has been at the
Orthopedic Institute Hospital for
Joint Diseases, where doctors on
March 22 implanted two steel rods
in her back.
She will be released Wednesday,
said hospital spokeswoman Mary
Costello.
The operation came one day
after she was injured when her tour
bus was struck by a tractor-trailer
in northeast Pennsylvania. Doctors
said after surgery that it would take
the Cuban-born performer up to six
months to fully recover.

1990 Summer Youth_ Camps
at Murray State University
All Sports, Speed and Strength

June 24 - 29, 1990

Art I

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
bill designed to give the General
Assembly greater control of his
regulations was vetoed by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson.
The bill attempts to assert controls already declared unconstitutional by the Kentucky Supreme
Court, Wilkinson's veto message
said Monday.
Executive-branch regulations are
routinely reviewed by a permanent
legislative subcommittee that was
created to give lawmakers yearround control of bureaucratic
rulemaking.
But the 1984 Supreme Court

Wilkinson said his son's arrest
being handled as family matter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - A
spokesman for Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said Monday that the arrest
of the governor's teen-age son on
an alcohol charge during the
weekend was being handled as a
family matter.
Wallace Glenn Wilkinson Jr., 19,
was arrested on a charge of alcohol
intoxication in a public place at
1:20 a.m. Sunday at West High
Street and South Broadway in Lexington, according to police and jail
records.
He was taken to the Fayette
County Detention Center, where
records showed he was released to

Landmark Inc.
buys 'Magnet'
after 42 years
as family paper
TAYLORSVILLE, Ky. (AP) Landmark Community Newspapers
Inc. has purchased The Spencer
Magnet, after 42 years of ownership by the family of the late
Claude Brock.
The purchase price for the
2,300-circulation weekly newspaper was not disclosed. Landmark's
president, Larry R. Coffey, closed
the deal on Friday with Brock's
widow, Laura Brock.
Claude Brock, who died in 1987,
and his wife purchased the paper in
1948, when its circulation was only
150. The Spencer Magnet, which
was established in 1867, is the oldest continuously operated business
in Spencer County.
Mrs. Brock said she plans to
retire and travel. She will serve a,
publisher emeritus and a Landmark
consultant.
Landmark has printed the
Spencer County newspaper since
1973, when it converted from the
hot-metal printing process to offset
printing. Landmark owns all the
surrounding county-seat weeklies
and 34 other newspapers in 11
states with combined paid circulation of more than 225,000.
The Magnet becomes the 16th
newspaper Landmark owns in
Kentucky.
Landmark Community Newspapers is a division of Landmark Communications Inc. of Norfolk, Va.,
which also owns television and
radio stations, daily newspapers
and video programming operations.

June 3 -9, 1990
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IT
Individual
Team
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"It's a family matter and will be
dealt with as a family," said Wilkinson's press secretary, Doug
Alexander.

WASHINGTON (AP) Cigarette use in the United States
dropped 5 percent last year, the
largest decline in six years, the
Agriculture Department said
Monday.

cigarettes per adult.
The peak was 4,345 cigarettes in
1963, before beginning _its longtime decline.
The average is for all Americans

Overall, American smokers consumed about 533 billion cigarettes
in 1989, the department's Economic Research Service said in a
report. Exports, however, jumped
20 percent to 142 billion cigarettes.

18 years and older, smokers and
non-smokers alike. It is a statistical
comparsison only and does not
indicate the actual smoking habits
of the population.

Annual use by the U.S. adult
population dropped 7 percent to
2,888 cigarettes, the report said.
Economist Verner Grise said that
was the lowest average since 1942
when the average was 2,585

Team
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Racer Football .
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I
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II
111
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Universal Cheerleading Camp I
Camp II .
Volleyball Camp I
II

July 1-13, 1990
June 5-8, 1990
June 26 • 29, 1990
June 8 - June 10, 1990
July

14, 1990

Consider a unique gqk idea. Give•summer camp opportunity at Murray Suss University.
Contact Karen Guthrie, Summer Youth Program
Coordinator ix the Censer for Continuing Education and A eadrwric Outreach for detailed
information on any of the programs at
J.502S.762-4150 or I-800-669-7654 outside Calloway County
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"Domestic cigarette consumption will probably continue to fall
this year because of higher prices,
increased restrictions on where
people can smoke, antismoking
activity and declining social acceptance of smoking," the report said.
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"Some people will never learn any- information he gained at trick one
thing, for this reason, because they more wisely.
understand everything too soon."
After winning the heart queen.
- Alexander Pope. East should return the heart eight
for West to ruff (suit preference).
West returns a diamond to East's
Today's East read the pips on the ace, and another low heart kills
first trick accurately, and he coun- dummy's heart threat. South is
tered with a push-button "you can't forced to ruff high, and he has no
fool me" response. He would have parking place for his losing club.
been better off had he thought about The defenders get one heart, one
long-range defense rather than a heart ruff and one trick in each miquick riposte.
nor, and South is held to only nine
West led his singleton heart, and tricks.
East's queen won after dummy
played low and South falsecarded
4-3-A
NORTH
with the nine.
•K J 9 2
"My partners don't lead the trey
K J 10 5
from 4-3 doubleton," crowed East.
•7
And he disdainfully cashed his heart
4 A 9 63
ace and led a third heart. South WEST
EAST
ruffed high, drew trumps and en- 4 6 3
4
joyed the last word by posting his V 3
V A Q8762
vulnerable game.
•10 5 3 2
•A Q 9 6 4
What should East have done dif- 4 K J 10 8 5 4
•2
ferently? He should have used the
SOUTH
•A Q 10 8 7 5

Wednesday

July 8 -12, 1990
June 10 - 15, 1990

deficient" in 1984, Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also signed the following bills:
Senate Bill 81, to authorize
"street rod" license plates.
HB245, to allow air transportation for return of fugitives to the
state when distance exceeds 500
miles.
HB247, permitting police to take
arrested alcoholics to a shelter
instead of to jail.
HB320, to reclassify Powderly,
population 800 in Muhlenberg
County, from a sixth-class city to a
fifth-class city.
HB494, to permit some municipal electric utility commissions to
provide civil service coverage for
their empinyees.
HB519, defining limits on mining beyond permitted boundaries.
House Concurrent Resolution
163, ordering the interim joint
Counties and Special Districts
Committee to study local mandates
and their effect on state and local
governments.

Cigarette use in the U.S.
dropped 5 percent in '89;
biggest decline in 6 years

PHOTO COUPON

•

June 17 - 22,1990

Individual

Soccer

‘s-

a third party at 3:41 a.m.
Kentucky's legal drinking age is
21.

July 8 - 13, 1990

Lady Racer Basketball

Tennis

ing, in a lawsuit by former Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. against the Legislative Research Commission, said
the General Assembly has no power when not in session.
Under House Bill 544, any regulation found to be deficient while
the legislature is in session would
expire at the end of the session
unless codified in statute.
Wilkinson said a regulation
could be targeted after the House
and Senate deadlines for introducing bills. That would "vest in a
legislative subcommittee the same
veto power over administrative regulations found constitutionally

ANSWER:One heart. Bid up the line
with this 4-4-4-1 pattern. If partner
doesn't bid one spade, there is no 4-4
spade fit
Send bridge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12341. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1910 United Feature Syndicate
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Wall-hung shelves come with their own problems

A 1.

By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nowsloaturos

•

r*
.
••••

FIRST

FLOOR

When putting up wall-hung
shelves, you face two basic considerations: proper wall attachment to
support the total load, and proper
bracket spacing to prevent sagging
of individual shelves.
For example, assuming screws
are into solid wood, a /
1
4 -inch pine
shelf on brackets spaced 12 inches
apart will support a whopping 670
pounds per square foot. But the
same board on brackets 36 inches
apart will hold only 38 pounds per
square foot. At 72-inch spacing,
load capacity drops to only five
pounds per square foot.
In general, the maximum safe
span for a heavily loaded /
1
4 -inch
wood shelf, with no support at the

back edge, should not exceed 32
inches. (Shelves in enclosed bookcases with back support can span
up to 48 inches.) Glass shelves of
/
1
4 -inch plate, such as typically
used in medicine cabinets, should
not exceed about 20 inches
between supports, though much
heftier /
1
4 -inch plate can safely
span up to 40 inches.
Screws turned into thin wood
paneling or plasterboard will soon
pull loose. Wherever possible, it's
best to screw shelf brackets into
wall studs. This way, the studs —
not.the surface wall — support the
load and no special anchors are
needed. Since studs are spaced on
16-inch centers, you can screw into
every other one and maintain a
sturdy 32-inch spacing. For lightly
loaded shelves, or shelves of heavier stock, you can go to every

e

Rainwater may look soft
but it can become hard
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IIERE IS A RUSTIC, CONTEMPORARY house clad in horizontal
wood siding and topped with asphalt shingles. The living room is
highlighted by a wood-burning fireplace and a sloping ceiling. Plan
HA1556K has 766 square feet on the first floor and 739 on the second.
For more information write - enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope - to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry Park Court, Searingtown,
NY 11507.

Campfire smell in home
can be prevented with vent
By POPULAR MECHANICS
For AP Nowsfoaturos
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QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS

Q. — Our fireplace is about four
feet below grade in our trilevel
house. Two or three days after we
have a fire, the family room still
smells like a campfire. I added a you solder the brass fitting onto the
draft stopper on top of the chim- tubing.
• • •
ney, installed glass doors and have
Q. — Cold air comes into my
had the chimney cleaned professionally. Nothing seems to have house through gaps where my aluminum siding meets the foundahelped. Any suggestions?
tion.
What would you recommend?
A. — The odor could be the
result of a flow reversal, a situation
A. — Most of the add-on sidthat is most typical of basement
ings,
whether aluminum, vinyl or
fireplaces in multistory houses.
When the temperature of the air other, start at the foundation line,
where they're hooked to what is
within your chimney is lower than
called
a starter strip. This strip is
in the house, the air in the chimney
can flow downward. The higher the fastened to the old siding, sheachimney, the colder the air, and the thing or other previous surface so
better chance you have of down- the bottom course of siding is
drafts. Also, your house can "locked-in" to the structure. The
top of the siding is fastened
become slightly depressurized from
according
to the manufacturer's
exhaust fans in the kitchen, bathdirections.
room and clothes dryer. This also
causes flow reversal. You can preYour starter strip may have come
vent the latter from happening by loose, or the siding may have been
introducing air into your home with
yanked loose from the starter strip.
a vent to your fireplace.
You can check this by pushing in
• • •
gently on the siding. If it gives
Q. — What can I do about the
when you apply pressure, your best
corrosion at the junction of the
bet is to surface-nail the siding in
copper pipe of my water system
these problem areas. This will preand the galvanized iron pipe of my
vent the siding from bowing out
water heater? Would a plastic colwhen you apply caulking or stuff
lar or some kind of grounding insulation into the gap.
work?
Carefully prebore the siding, and
A. — The solution is to use a
dielectric connector — about a S5 tap in aluminum nails while applying pressure to the siding with your
item. This is a fiber or plastic
other hand. After the siding is nailsleeve that keeps the brass fitting
from touching the galvanized collar ed in place, caulk the nailheads.
or nut. A rubber washer assures Then apply a good grade of caulking in the joint between the bottom
separation of metal at the end.
of the siding and the foundation
Brass, an alloy of copper and
wall. You may need to fill large
zinc, suffers no adverse reaction
gaps with fiberglass insulation.
when it's soldered to copper. The
brass fitting should be soldered to
• • Is
the tubing before you assemble the
(For further information on any
union. This assures there will be no
home problem, write to Popular
damage to the plastic separator or
Mechanics, Readers Service
the washer from the heat of the
Bureau, 224 West 57th Street, New
torch. Make sure you slip the nut
York, NY 10019. Phone:
and plastic over the tubing before 212-649-3127).

Rainwater is naturally soft, but
as it filters through the earth it
absorbs calcium. magnesium and
other minerals. When such minerals are suspended in it, the water is
called "hard."
If you need extra soap or detergent to produce adequate suds, if
your bathtub suffers from rings and
your faucets from crusty deposits,
if your china and glassware are
streaked and your laundry dingy,
your water is probably hard. If it's
very hard, it will also eventually
clog your water pipes.
If you do have hard water, you
are not alone. Estimates suggest
nearly 85 percent of American
homes share your woe to some
degree. Here are some steps you
can take:
Measuring Hardness
Hardness is often measured in
grains per gallon of calcium carbonate, ranging from less than one for
soft water, to more than 10.5 for
extremely hard water. Most water
supplies are in the three to
30-grains-per-gallon range.
To find out the hardness of your
water, simply contact your municipal water company. If you have
your own well, look in the Yellow
Pages under "Laboratories — testing" to find a place to test your
water. Companies that sell water
softeners often test at no COSI, but
their results may not be unbiased.
For a simple home test, try this:
Put distilled water and tap water
into separate jars. Add 10 drops of
liquid dishwashing detergent to
each jar, cover it and shake it to
make suds. Compare the suds level
in each jar. The tap water is hard if
it makes less suds than the distilled
water. Add 10 more drops of detergent to the tap water and shake the
samples again. If the suds level is
now the same in both glasses, your
water is twice as hard as pure
water. If it takes 40 drops of detergent in the tap water to equalize
the suds, your water is four times
as hard, and so on. This is by no
means an accurate lab tesi It can
only give you a rough idea of how
hard your water is.
Softening Hard Water
If it turns out your water is hard,
you may want to consideroa water
softener unit, which can be purchased or rented on a service basis.
Water softeners work by passing
hard water through a tank filled
with plastic beads that are impregnated with sodium. Through a
chemical process called ion
exchange, the sodium is drawn out

The timer can be set for regeneration to occur on certain days in a
cycle. It can also be set for a certain time of day, usually the early
morning hours when water is not
likely to be needed. The frequency
can be adjusted to fit the hardness
of the water and the amount used.
it timer-activated water softener
is fine for a family that uses water
in a fairly consistent pattern. But it
can be wasteful for someone who
travels and forgets to shut off the
unit because the timer causes
regeneration at regular intervals
whether any water has been used or
not. Other water softeners, known
as demand-control units, solve this
problem. They monitor how much
water is being used and then regenerate when needed.
With both kinds of water softeners all the homeowner has to do is
to remember to add special salt pellets when the supply gets low. You
can adjust the rate at which salt is
used on most units to match the
hardness of the water. Follow the
recommendations of the equipment
supplier. In general, if water feels
slippery between your fingers,
you're using enough.
Note: Only some of the water in
a house requires softening. Water
for gardens, and sometimes water
to toilets, need not be soft. Sometimes only hot water is softened. It
is best to follow your dealer's
recommendations.
Troubleshooting
If your water softener fails to
supply soft water, first check for a
blown fuse or tripped circuit breaker, then check the salt supply and
the timer. If they are all OK, activate the manual regeneration control. If the unit will not regenerate
or still does not soften water, it's
best to call a professional.
Caution: Softened water contains
sodium. People on sodium-free or
low-sodium diets should not drink
softened water; check with your
physician.

For heavy loads in hollow walls
you have two choices: toggle bolts
and expansion anchors. Both work
by gripping the back side of the
wall, providing a locked-in clamp
that can't pull loose. Toggle bolts
have spring -loaded legs on a
threaded bushing. The legs compress as they're inserted into a pilot
hole, then spring open behind the
wall to lock the bolt in place.
Such fasteners are ideal for
heavily loaded shelves, especially
those suspended from a ceiling
where sleeve-type anchors would
pull out. But they do have one
disadvantage.
Once installed, the bolt can't be
removed or the toggle will fall off
inside the wall. Thus, you have to
attach the bolt to your shelf bracket
before inserting the toggle in the
wall. This can be difficult where
you have several fasteners that
must be lined up and inserted one
at a time.
Expansion anchors, familiarly
known as Molly bolts, are also
designed for heavy loads. They
have a slotted sleeve that expands
as the bolt is tightened, forming a
spider-like clamp behind the wall.
Unlike toggles, the bolt can be
removed without the sleeve falling
off, permitting the anchors to be
installed before you attach your
shelf brackets.

Fine wood furnishings need
more than dusting, polishing
— Sunlight: Keeping wood furniture away from direct sunlight
protects against the ultraviolet-light
fading that the sun's rays cause. It
also reduces the exposure to the
rapid heat changes produced by the
sun.

From BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS
For AP Nowsloaturos

Fine wood furnishings need
more than dusting and polishing:
They need a healthful environment.
To avoid unnecessary weathering, aging or damage, Better
Homes and Gardens magazine
recommends placing precious
pieces away from excessive exposure to these natural furniture foes:
— Humidity: Wood easily
absorbs moisture, then dries out
just as readily. A friendly atmosphere in the 30 to 40 percent relative humidity range will reduce
drying and warping, splitting, or
loosening of joints.
— Heat: Furniture experts say 68
to 70 degrees is the ideal indoor
temperature for wood pieces. Keep
the temperature consistent and that
will help pieces avoid wood stress.

MYERS :..1...

— Liquid: To avoid finish damage, wipe up liquids immediately
after a spill. The worst offenders
are solvent-based fluids, such as
alcohol, paint thinner and nailpolish remover. Also, be careful of
dripping candles.
Give special furnishings a vacation when taking one. When leaving home for a season or a couple
of months, put favorite pieces
under wraps. Otherwise, dust will
build up, blow about and contribute
to scratching and dulling finishes
the next time furniture needs
polishing.
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Open Mon-Frt 7-5 Sat 8-12

Prices

Visa-MC-Discover

Stru

410

3
IC

0

Af

I
Jumbo
8' Landscape Timber

PRESSURE-TREATED
OUTDOOR LUMBER

All Types of Metal
Copper - Aluminum - Brass - Iron
Auto Parts

Use Levy's quality treated southern pine lumber for any project
such as addons, decks, porches, landscaping, furniture, etc
Deeper penetrating, insect-resistant treatment prevents rot and
decay, Ideal for ground contact!

(753-2937)

Scrap Metal

121 South New Concord Rd., Murray
Open: 7 a.m.-5 p.m. - 6 Days A Week

4 CCAAS
RHR Y

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

WANTED
Johnson

we-RE FIGI-MNG FCR American Heart
'CUP LIFE
Association

of the beads and the calcium and
magnesium that make the water
hard are deposited in its place.
Eventually, all the sodium is
drawn from the beads and they
have 40 be.refilled or regenerated.
On many water softeners a timer
causes this to happen automatically. When the timer cuts in, the control valve diverts tap water around
the unit while the built-up calcium
and magnesium deposits are
flushed down the drain. The tank is
then automatically rinsed with a
concentrated salt solution and
sodium ions are again absorbed by
the plastic beads.

third stud.
But studs are often hard to find
or may not fall exactly where you
want your shelf brackets. In this
case, you'll need some kind of wall
anchor to hold your shelves solidly
in place. On plasterboard and other
hollow walls, the simplest and
easiest to use anchors are plastic
sleeves that are tapped into small
pilot holes. As a screw is turned
into the sleeves, it forces the sides
of the plastic to expand and wedge
firmly in the wall.
Plastic anchors come in several
sins, taking screw sizes from No.
6 to No. 10. In general, the larger
the anchor, the more it is able to
hold. Instructions on the package
tell you which size screw to use
with each anchor and what size
pilot hole to drill. As a general
working rule, use the largest
anchor that your particular shelf
hardware -will accommodate.
Plastic sleeves can be used in
solid plaster as well as plasterboard, but are not intended for
masonry. Here, you need lead
sleeves, called expansion shields,
that are made especially for brick
and concrete. Like plastic sleeves,
these come in several sizes and
work by expanding as screws are
turned into them. You'll need a star
drill or -carbide-tipped masonry bit
for boring their pilot holes.

SIZE

8-FT.

10-FT. 12-FT. 16-FT.

2x4

1.78

2.48 2.89 4.25

2x6

2.88

3.64

4x4

3.79

6.10 6.80

4.69 6.25
8.75

Don't Forget Our Colony Paint

A

Sale Now in Progress
MYERS
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CLASSIFIEDS

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified

. •

•

020

1990 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act has
been repealed Your need
has never been greater for•
comprehensive Medicare
Supplement plan Deductibles, co-insurance and nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up. The
Part A deducuble you. or
your insurance, must pay
has been increased to $592
in I e9O
For more information
call

Call and place your ad today!

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

•our 28th

rrear al Senior'

$5000 GOLD CARD No
turndowns! No deposit
needed Cash advances!
Also fast, easy VISA/MC,
no deposit! Free info!
1(800)677-5103, anytime

(502) 753-1916

CHILD care in my home
Will read, learn, play, and
have lots of adventures
Mon -Fri. hours to be determined $65/week
753-4312

By GARY LARSON

,

GIVE your baby the finest
gift Please call this gentle
loving professional couple
who will love and cherish
your white newborn Legal/
medical expenses paid.
co( Sandi/Rand/ coNect
516-474-1342
GRANDMA Millers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery on North 12th St
Open Tuesday through Sa9-5 30pm
turday
759-9536
PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809

C
IF ANY OF YOU KNOW
Ai 6000 NIKIN6 50N6,
FEEL. FREE TO SING OUT

t

Tuxedos and
Formal Dresses
For Prom
For Rental and Sale
Select now and
pay early for a
discount
and
FREE tanning.0

rjel

tar.

Olympic Plaza
Murray
753-1300
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 S-10 Blazer
$32983 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mo. Closed End Lease

Retail Space
Available In
Bel-Air Center
Call 753-4751
After 5 p.m. 753-9439

1 2

NANCY

SHOULD I TELL
JON THERE'S
A SPIDER
CRAWLING UP
HI5 SHIRT?

1 Cri1E55'THAT
LITTLE PILE AVAA
TOOK CARE OF
ITSELF

'Kelp
Wanted
#2,500 CREDIT CARD!
Guaranteed same day approval' Qualify for NO deposit VISA/MC and cash
advances 1-602-842-1087
ext G1323
ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES; Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly.
Call (404) 426-0672 Ext.

CAN technician needed
W. Ky & SEMO Some experience required.
Installer/head end/bench.
Room for advancement,
good benefits. Call
314-471-3080
CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring
all positions. Both skilled
and unskilled For information Call (615)779-5507
Ext. H1386.

BEETLE BAILEY

DISHWASHER weekenas
only. Apply in person
9-5pm. Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr
EOE

HEY' THESE ARE GREAT
SEATS YOu GOT FOR THE
mATC.H, LOuiSE

BLONDIE
AND LEAVING LATER
%MOULD DE A SO
TO 1.61M

waL2

Need mature, reliable person for full
time employment.
Must be able to work
well with the public.
Send qualifications
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, Ky.
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly Easy
work at home No experiCall
ence needed
1-504641-7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours. including
Sunday

TEN,

0111P44
--t
os,

7
°°1
41

ACinGRY r/Cre

-Guaranteed weekly Salary
plus Commission
-Full Time Scheduled
Hours
-Sell the Number One Import - Toyota
-Pre( Automotive Sales
Experience Not Necessary
-Extensive In-House Training Program
'Medical and Life Insurance Benefits
Toyota of Murray is looking for highly motivated
women and men to Join
their professional sales
staff This unique sales
career opportunity offers
unlimited earnings paten tall If you are senousty
interested in making more
money while enjoying a
rewarding career in professional sales, please apply
in person, Monday through
Friday. 1000 am to 4.00
pm
See Chad Cochran at
Toyota of Murray No
phone calls. please

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
Phone
753-4961

0611

45-1.

SHOULD I TELL
JON TilERE'5
A SPIDER
CRAWLING tip
1415 LEG?

PROFESSIONAL SALES
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

PICTURES and picture
framing also framed mirrors. plain and beveled BOY SCOUT MUSEUM
edge, glass tabletops win- SECURITY GUARDS,
dow glass, plate glass, Murray State University.
plexi-glass Replace glass Two temporary, full-time
for cars, homes, and bu- positions available from
sinesses All at M&G. Com- May 28, 1990, through
plete Glass Co.Dixieland September 7, 1990. Must
be twenty-one years of age
Center 502-753-0180
and a high school graduate
or equivalent One year of
experience as police officer
or related law enforcement
agency preferred. Must be
NO, I DON'T
free of a police record or
THINK "ONE MORE
pending criminal court acFOR THE ROAD'
tion. Must have a neat per15 A HIKING
sonal appearance and be
able to coordinate under
50N6.
pressure Must possess
good public relations qualities and be willing to work
with children as well as
adults_ Responsibilities include conducting regular
interior checks within the
Museum-observation of
displays, exterior doors.
alarm systems - when
5711.1.WHAT 00
building is open and when
RAlhilhIG 7
140l) IMIRK1
dosed. Must be willing to
direct and/or assist visitors
with directions and information . The applicants will be
required to work a swing
shift and frequently work
extra hours Salary $6 38
per hour Apply at Department of Employment Ser•
vices, 1210 Johnson Blvd •
Murray, KY 42071. EOEJMF-V-H

%( .

Situation
Wanted

Home
Furnishings

Mobile
Homes For Sale

NEED a husband? Home
repairs, mowing hauling,
trimming References
753-2607

KING-SIZE waterbed with
lights mirrors, drawers and
limited flotation mattress
Very nice $300 or best
oiler Earthtone plaid loveseat $100 753-2487

DELUXE 28x56 double
wide, luxurious master
suite, plus 2 more large
bedrooms great kitchen
with cabinets galore huge
utility room furnished central air installed delivered
and setup only $33,900
Bargain Home Center, Hwy
641 South (Camden Hwy)
Paris Tn Call collect
901-644-1176

Notice

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

THE FAR SIDE

090

GROWING local dealer
ship looking for aggressive
experienced sales person
Must have full knowledge of
automotive retail Would be
willing to train tie right person Send reply to PO Box
310 OM Paris, TN 38242
HIRING in all towns Now
hiring the ambitious and
eager to work a fun job We
need area supervisors. Investment free $300 kit.
Chance to earn a trip to
Hawaii Work your own
hours
Call collect
1-754-1628

HOMEMAKER'S DREAM.
House of Lloyd is now hiring for the 1990 season!!
Work from your home,
weekly Paychecks, Bonus
Trips, FREE Training,
FREE $300 sample kit NO
INVESTMENT! Call collect
or direct (502)685-2614 for
more exciting details!
INDUSTRIAL electrician or
construction electrician
Experience required. Starting salary $25,000. Commensurate with ability
Send resume to PO Box
1912, Murray, Ky 42071
LPN position for physician's office. Applicant
must have excellent communication skills Competitive benefit package Send
resume and references to.
P.O. Box 1040H, Murray,
KY 42071.
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a Job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if: 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma; 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0.E. This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- JTPA
Call J.T RA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m -11 30a.m

"POSTAL JOBS"
Start at $11.41/Hr
For exam and application info. call
(219)-836-8157,
ext. 770 8 to 8
(CST) 7 days.

PART-TIME counter help
and laundry attendant
20-25 hours weekly Southern Style Laundry Bel-Air
Plaza 753-5242
POSTAL SERVICE Jobs
Salary to $65K. Nationwide. Entry level positions.
Call (1) 805-687-6000 Ext
P-10706
SALES person for paint
and decorating center
Must have 5 years experience or more Steady work
Apply at Black's Decorating
Center 701 S 4th Murray or
call 753-0839
SEVERAL sales positions
available for new and improved Avon products Set
your own hours Be your
own boss Make 10%-50%
Territories optional No experience necessary We
will train you Call 753-0171
for interview
WENDY'S is now hinng day
help May apply at the
store Daily, between
2pm-4pm Ask for Oscar

Situation
Wanted
GENERAL house and of
hoe cleaning References
supplied 753 4897 or
753-6737
HOMECARE - Experienced tidy would like to
care for 2 elderly ladies, in
her home Best of care,
home cooked meals 24
hour supervision References For more informa
lion, call 435-4167
HOUSEKEEPING
ences 753-2607

Refer-

MASON with 3 years ex
penance seeks employ
merit Call 435 4161

NEED your yard mowed?
CaN 762-6686
WILL take care of elderly or
sick 7 nights a week Experience and references Call
753 4590 after 5pm
WOULD like to clean
houses or offices, $5/hr for
beg houses or set price on
small apartments or
houses Please call
759 4918
100
Business
Opportunity
FOR Sale
Alterations/
Tailonng business Profitable well established with
steady clientele and specialized equipment Very
reasonable Call 753 8538

NEW and used furniture for
sale, •cheap' Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal

CUB Farmall with belly
mower
Like new
753-8045
FORD trctor with a front
eld loader, $3200
753-1152 or 753-3526

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
WOOD for sale 436 5481

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING: aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492 8183 days,
498-8785 nights
LOOK in the attic, basement closets for 12 G I
ices Barbies Top pfloos
paid 436 5608

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe
60" to 70" Tall
Will move it.

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m,
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full 642-6290.
492-8594 after 6pm
MURRAY Recycling buying aluminum, copper, bat
teries, junk cars & scrap
iron. All new prices, 40e
aluminum carts. Will match
prices Across from Seven
Seas Home 753-0467
WANT Registered Siamese kitten Call 753-8922
before 3pm
WOULD like to buy feather
mattresses 489-2775

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours On it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61' mower deck
437-4171

McKnight &
Sons Sawmill
753-1132
753-5305

NICELY
3BR api
house, 1
near MS(.
after 4 3C

E XTRA Clean 12x65 2BR,
2 bath, CiAC Delivered
$7995 No tax Keith Baker
Homes, Inc Hwy 79, Pans,
Tn Collect 901 644 0012

ONE bei
apartmen
ished 75
Pm

KEITH Baker Homes Inc
2BR (special) 14 wide
Fleetwood $8995 Collect
901-644 0012 Hwy 79,
Pans TN
MUST Sell - 1983 14x60
Mountainbrook mobile
home 2BR, 1 bath, all appliances, underpinning, air
condition unit, and front
porch, $10,200 Call
437-4418 after 5pm

AMERICi
stud servi
ion blooc
guarante(
saddlebr
horses foi

NEW & used mobile homes
Financing)
(Easy
14'-16-24 & 28 wide's
COUNTRY brown eggs for
Use deed for no cash down
sale 94 East 2 miles from Keith Baker Homes Inc
town Weekdays after 5pm
Hwy 79, Paris, TN Collect
PRINTED caps 12 dozen 901-644-0012
$2 each, 6 dozen $2 50 NORRIS 1265 remodeach at Faye's 753-774-3 eled 753 2769 after 4pm
RENT TO OWN 1 Storage ORDER a new Fleetwood
buildings. rent to own
?4x44 3BR, 2 bath, with
o
Same
appliances This month
Portable Buildings, Mayonly $19,845 Free Delivfield. KY. 502-247-7831
ery Keith Baker Homes,
Inc Hwy 79, Paris, TN Collect 901-644-0012 We sell
Weed Control
for less

AKC Gold
pies. 7 we
Call 901 I

AKC Reg
pies EXCA
blacks i
4-35 4532

AKC Fie
Labs Hur
$150 eac
$125 eac
759-1543
nights

For Ponds

•

Armur Grass Carp
11- -14" long S7.50 ea
Coldwater Fish Farm.
489-2495 after 6 p.m.

SUPER sale on selected
inventory! We need the
space if you need a home!
Our spring purchases and
Nashville Show homes are
arriving very soon! Prices
stashed to the bone for this
sale! If you don't like our
price, make us art offer, we
might take it! Hurry - these
JOYCE Noel Tax Service prices only good thru March
has moved to 915 Coldwa 31st If we can't sell'em
ter Road Call 753-6069 for here, we'll take em to our
appointment Hodge. Noel Clarksville lot! See Jim Tay
and Associates
lor at Bargain Home CenMOWING, TRIMMING. ter, Hwy 641 So (Camden
AND HAULING 554-2058 Hwy )Parts, Tenn Call color 898-6170 Quick Cut lect 901-644-1176
Lawn Care
WE want your business if
PRIVATE Investigator with you're in the market for a
22 years city and state in- manufactured home! Well
try hard to give you the kind
vestigation experience
'Accident •Criminal 'Civil of deal you've been looking
'Personal or Corporate for! See Jim Taylor at Bar*Missing Persons Your gain Home Center. Hwy
needs, our specialty Call 641 ,South (Camden Hwy)
Confidential Investigations, Paris, Tn Call collect
901-644-1176
(502)753-2641

Pat's Bookkeeping
Service
Specializing in
small businesses
-Professional Computerized Reports.
-Free initial consultation
-Pickup and delivery

Mobile
Homes For Sale
17, bath, 2BR, washer
refrigerator, stove, new ho
water heater, new A/C, 3V,
acres land, tobacco barn.
corn crib, smoke house.
garage Almo, Ky on 464
across from Church of
Christ 753-6210 after 4pm
or 753 8357 and leave
message
14x70 2BR, 2 baths, parbelly furnished, completely
set-up including underpinning, extra nice, $9900
Can be seen 0-9 Coach
Estates Call 753-4954 after 3pm

Benefit
• Excel
• Flora(
• Profit
gain s
• Famil
an/wren
high
eiperio-io

Ii

WHY Rent???? We have a
manufactured home for
you!!! Payments starting
$150 per month Keith
Baker Homes, Inc Hwy 79,
Paris, TN
Collect
901-644-0012

3 bedr
Owner

250

436-2357

FOR SALL
Mulch, slabs and
sawdust. Pickup or
delivered.
Located 641 North to
Cemetery
Stewart
Road on right.

NICE 2
Central H
furnished
753 9898

Homes For Rent
1984 14'x601 BUCCA
NEER 2 bedroom. 1 bath
Excellent condition Includes central heating & air
unit, underpinning, and
large deck. Has to be
moved. Asking $8500 Of
best offer 435-4160 weekdays after 6pm or anytime
on weekends

GI

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209

RENT or rent to own 2BR
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational Development new Aurora, Ky Recreational facilities available to renters or owners
pOOls(or sale - A peace
For information call
within -% self help book for 1987 BUCCANEER 3BR, 753-2613. after 5 30pm,
mentally ill A must for all 2 bath central air, central 753-0840
psychology students. Writ- gas heat Partially furnten with an inside view. A ished Must sell! May take
300
dearly printed name and MEW payments if preferred
Business
address along with a 753-1932
Rentale
$20 00 money order or 1988 14'x70' NORTH
cashiers check to Darlene RIVER Two bedroom, two BUILDING on campus
Colson 1335 Wilder #207 bath excellent condition
newly decorated Available
Honolulu. Hawaii 96822
now 753-2967
Must see! 527 3091
COMMODORE 64 Model 2BR mobile
home, in Ke1702, color monitor, disk niana Shores, lot borders
drive Over $1000 in progTVA Excellent condition
rams and games toy stick. Call 436-2289
Epson printer interface
ALWAYS a bargain at Bar- 2 BEDROOM duplex with
$500 OBO 759-9535
gain Home Center! We've carport, washer/dryer hooI/O 9 5 Johnson and tank
got the best homes at better kup $325imo plus deposit
$325 GMC grill and tail- prices! Name brands such No pets 753-4487
gate piece '79-80 GMC
as Belmont, SouthRidge, 28R. unfurnished apart436- 2471
and the luxurious South- ment with stove and reland American free deliv- frigerator
Near hospital
ery and set up on all homes
155
Deposit required Phone
easy financing, friendly 492-8662 after 4pm
folks, weekly specials and
EXECUTIVE 2 bedroom
much morel Drive a little
duplex with garage on
save a lot! Bargain Home
Northwood No pets
Center Hwy 641 South
759-4586
(Camden Hwy) Pans, Tn
Call collect 901-644-1176
FURNISHED apartments
COUNTRY style matching
Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom
BUYING your own home is
couch and chair, blue, good
Also sleeping rooms No
easier than you think! Call
condition $100 4.37-4845
pets Zimmerman Apts S
or come by loday and let us
161/1 St 753-6609
GIRLS white Broyhill ca- show you how! See Jim
nopy bed full We mattress Taylor at Bargain Home LARGE and very nice 2BR
and box springs like new Center Hwy 641 South apartments Central HiA,
condition Spread, shams, (Camden Hwy) Pans, Tn
appliances furnished
Call collect 901-644-1176 decks on back Coleman
2 pair curtains included
$150 753 7835 after 4pm
Open Sundaysl
RE 7539898
1 PROM dress, black with
butterfly neckline, worn
once, size 516. Price $60
435-4336

1
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sin
Services
Offered

liototeydss
AKC Registered Poodle
puppies $125 437-4785
SCOTTISH Terriers AKC,
NICE 2 bedroom duplex males $150, females.
Central HA, all appliances $200 901 648 5697 or
furnished Coleman RE, 352-2433
753-9898
NICELY furnished 1, 2,
38R apartment. 1-3BR
house, 1 4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753-6111.
after 4 30pm, 753-0606
ONE bedroom efficiency
apartment Utilities furnished 753 0087 after 5 30
pm
370
Livestock
& Supplies
AMERICAN Saddlebreds
stud service World champion bloodlines Live foal
guaranteed, also quality
saddlebreds Pleasure
horses for sale 753-9390
350
Pets
& Supplies
AKC Golden Retriever puppies, 7 weeks old, wormed
Call 9016441850
AKC Registered Lab puppies Excellent bloodline 4
blacks and 1 yellow
435-4532
—WC Registered black
Labs Hunting background
$150 each for 6 males,
$125 each for 2 females
759-1543 days, 753-6984
nights

NICE 3BR 1 /i story home
remodeled with gas heat
and window A/C Priced to
sell 753-2703

/HomeSellers
•-- " Realty

480
505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375

Auto
&tykes

Real
East'

SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND

3BR home on 17 acres
approximately 12 miles
south of Murray, Ky Priced
in $30's Call Jimmy Oliver
affiliate broker Moody Realty Co 1-800-642-5093 or
nights 901-642-7626

SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS

We can make
your car look
like new.

4.1n

CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF

Auto

$10

Other

$12

$19.95
W PAUL DAILEY BROKER

Hand
washed
and waxed,complete cleanup inside and out

$39.95
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Loraldgmn ort
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62.500 Joe
W Nanney, 753-9622
2 LOTS for sale, Sherwood
Forrest 759-1929 after
5pm

Call 24 Hours We Come To
You!

LOU'S
AUTO
WORKS
753-6427

UNIVERSITY Hgts Development, N 16th St , 96 lots
on 29 ac Consider like-kind
trade for lake frontage
$203,000 753-4065

Requirements 21 %eark of Age. appropriate and valid kertses,
high
diploma in equi%alent, 1 year tractiw-traiier timing
c.speners.x...afety attitude Appi.o aveldszys. 9io 5
i
V e
.
1714

sm. AVERITTEXPRESS
Our driving tonic is people
Route 2. Box 542 • Mal.field, KY 42066
i 502)247-0675 Or(800) 221-7087
E0 L

Close To Schools & College
3 bedroom, I bath, gas heat, brick home.
Owner moved out of town.
Call Phyllis - Listing Agent
1-3.54-8664 After 5:30

GINGERWOOD REALTY, INC.

T. Enterprise
Dozer, Backhoe &
Rock Hauling Service
Rt. $18, Box #38A, Murray
7C1-0577
Or Contact Gary Overbey 753-0912

Our Services Include:
Clearing & Excavation
Ponds & Waterways
Hauling
Equipment Rental
Septic Tanks Installed

Installation of:
Sewer & Water Lines
Underground Tanks
Driveways Foundations
And More

Equipment Avai...ble:
•Dozers •Backhoe 'Dump Trucks 'Flatbed Trailers
We Carry:
'Gravel .Fill Diri 'Top Soil .Lime Stone 'Masonry Sand

30 Years Experience

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide to buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
mums.•

....erwea...

1977 PONTIAC Catalina
$400 753 8965
1978 DODGE Challenger
59,000 miles, A/C, 4 cylinder. 5 speed, new engine
Call after 6pm. 436 5692 or
753-4515
1979 CHEVY Monza 4 cylinders Excellent $800
negotiable 753-9327 after
5pm
1979 MAZDA RX 7
753-7605 Ask for Jim

31 ACRE farm with large
amount of road frontage
Includes 7 room, 4BR
home, tobacco barn, stock
barn, plug other outbuildings Burley and dark fired
tobacco bases included
Located only 5 miles from
Murray. $77,500. Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

CARS" TRUCKS
VANS

495

3BR. 2 bath, 2 car garage,
large great room, fireplace,
gas heat, landscaped Beside Oaks Country Club
753-5691
BY Owner - 3BR, 2 bath
brick, eat-in kitchen, dining,
den, living room, large utility, central gas heat and
electric air, 7 wooded acres
with large barn 177 miles
north of airport on 783
489-2425
LARGE brick house 76
acres of land or will sell 2
acres and house 3 miles
east Almo, blacktop
437-4806 after 5pm

YES

1981 FORD Van 8 passen
ger, new tires, brakes
Good condition $3500
753-6406

YELLOW brick with vinyl
trim. 2 or 3 BR, all gas with
washer/dryer On Covey
Dr $45,000. Days,
753-8909. nights.
753-7379
PRICE Reduced! Well
maintained 3BR 14 bath
brick A 'must see'l Central
heat and air, fenced back
yard, fruit trees storage
building Low $60's Call
753-7566 for appointment
to see
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
LR, DR. Den wtwood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg toyer, 24 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems I/ OK
No Credit
OK
Divorce v OK
We still dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit
Low Weekly Payments
Other Location.:
Mayfield Paducah

See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby
•
1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Reopening for the
Season April 2, 1990

1970 FORD Bronco 4x4
Call 759-1488
1977 GMC pickup $1800
Call after 10am, 753-3958
1983 FORD XLT, fully
loaded with truck tool box.
Excellent condition.
753-1932
1984 CHEVROLET Silver
ado 62,000 miles, loaded
with everything, new
wheels and tires, $5800
Call after 5pm, 753-7603
1985 S-10 BLAZER
61,000 miles, PS/PB, 4
wheel drive, AM/FM, AT,
tilt $6750 firm 753-7602

1988 DODGE Ram 50 Extra sharp Chrome wheels,
tinted windows, toolbox.
silver/black Must see
753-5102
1988 5-10 Tahoe pickup
Dark blue with dark blue
interior Tilt, cruise, AM./FM
cassette, A/C, rally wheels,
39,000 actual miles Extra
Sharpl 753-0509 or
759-1543
1989 S-10 Chevrolet Five
speed, four cylinder.
20,000 miles $6400
901 247 3255
1989 TOYOTA - 12,000
miles 100,000 power train
warranty $4000 Coventry
package black and silver
Sharp Take over payments or pay-off of $9600
901 247 3255
F150 FORD 4x4 4-speed
High mileage, no rust
474-2789 after 4pm
JEEP CJ7 V8 motor.
48,000 miles
Call
492-8561
510
Cwnpere
•

1974 CLASS A 25ft motor
home 32.000 miles air,
generator, good condition
$7500 753-6406

CROP
SPRAYING

Call
Tommy West

435-4697
Leave Message.

AURORA Plumbing Co
New work and repairs or
remodeling Best rates
Master License 85447
354-8392
AUTO Paint Jobs $295
Synders Auto Body
753-8423
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations. etc
759-4664
BUILDERS, homes, additions, decks, patios, framing, garages, barns,
fences, also backhoe work
Twin Lakes Builders
759-1039 or 753-0563
C&A Painting Interior &
Exterior Over 20 years ex
penence Free estimates
Call 354-8985 or 437-4221
CONSTRUCTION Addi
bons decks, fences, patios concrete work No lob
to big or to small Fast
Service Free Estimates
Dibble Construction
753-5054
DUNCAN S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric
gas, refrigeration Installa
bon and repair Free estimates 753-7203
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings.
decks. gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Wil
lams 489-2663
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436-2642
GREENMASTER lawn
mowing landscaping gar
den tilling sodding, yard
work Free estimates
753-2555
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

. -

Hwy. 121, Stella • 753-9925
Open Mon. through Fri. 8 a.m.-6
p.m
Sat. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.

1

I.

*

4
0
,4140
Hoffman's

HARRIS HOME IM
PROVEMENT One phone
call could save you money
436-5210 or 753-9458

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate

759-4512

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835

SPECIAL Spring tune-up
on all brands lawn/garden
equipment Pick up and
next day delivery Also SOf
VIGO calls and parts Guarantee Midway Small Engine Repair 492-8543

WILL break and disk gar
den also landscape, level
driveway. bushhog Free
estimate 436-5430

STEWART'S Upholstery
Large selection of material
new spangs.ltags.,etc..Cisiasociable rates free pick-up
and delivery 436 5236

WILLIAMS Lawn Service
Mowing and trimming gutter cleaning,
peint
am corn
mercial Free estimates
753-0085

WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite 753 5484

PERSONALIZED Video
Systems - Thief protection
home inventories, recitals,
legal depositions Job training videos & birthday par
ties For all your video production needs VHS format
Phone 759-1901

R. B. Mitchell Paving
Driveways & Parking lots
A Specially
Also Seal Coating & Hauling
Contact R. 8., Guy or Rocky

753-1537

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

WILL mow yards in Col
dwater and Kirksey areas
489-2355
WILL type term papers
resumes'general typing
1-527-0750

FREE part Chow Shepherd
puppies Also gentle, 2 year
old female dog 436-5279
PRECIOUS puppies ONLY
to good homes Small
dogs long hair, great with
children 753-0013

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and vinyl installation Satisfaction guaranteed Free
estimates 753 7081

Custom Woodworking

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

QUALITY Construction at
affordable prices 15 years
design, and building expen
ence Let us design and
build your next residential
or commercial building, remodeling, or renovation
project Design Systems
Group, 759-1487

elfgail

le.11`---

I WI P114

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting plumbing. concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

•

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763

;I

OUTSTANDING
CANTERBURY HOME
Features 4 BR, 21/2 B. formal dining,
den with fireplace. Great quality, size &
location.
Call
the
Home
Team.
$110,000.

ROOFING. plumbing, tree
removal. yard mowing.
driveway sealing Call
753-2869 or 436 5895
ROOF repairs, new roots
flat and shingle
90 1 - 2 4 7 525 2
or
1800-447-2706

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

•

Real Estate
pri

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9 12 1-5
Mon Fri 753 0530

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet &
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references

at.,

Rest Prices
* Quality Results *

EXPERIENCED tree service 18 years experience
trees trimmed topped or
removed Free estimate
Also firewood 436 2562
436-2758

LATEX Wall Paint 5 gal
can $2595 Get at Blacks
Decorating Center, 701 S
4th St

PAINTING, quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

Phone
1502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 N.
Hazel

Fro* Urea Availabi•

JOES Lawncare Residen
tial & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming 34S2312

NEED your lawn mowed?
Windows and screens
washed'? Gutter cleaned'?
Call us at 759 4438

Doors & Windows
White Hoofs
Straps & Anchonng
Metal Steps
Treated Decks & Porches
Vinyl & K-Roic Skirting
Complete Pans Catalog
Winterizing Your Home:
Heat Tape
Insulation
Floors & B000101 kepi1.10d b
Miller Furnaces
(Gas & Ekon,.
Ani

Landscape
Maintenance
Division
O'lering Professional
*Mowing - begged or no,.
tagged
-Part and plant bed ma —
•Feldizing & overseee,.,
•Edg,rig

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timabas 759-1683

MASON with 3 years ex
penence seeks employ
ment Call 435-4161

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

Personal Property

S.
•
At the late Sir. Joe Sledd's home in Stella. Ky. on highway
121 approx. 3 miles north of N1urray. K.
Nice 2 bedroom - 1 bath - large II% trig room km.heu garage & Ntorage
nice lot with mature shade.
Terms: 20% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
For More Information Contact:

t

at

1.11 a.m.

Century 21
Loretta Jobs - Broker
753-1492 - U.S. 641 North, Murray, K.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 - Lynn Grow
"My Semee Doesn't Cost, It Pars."

Real Estate Auction
Sat., April 7th, 1990 at 3 p.m.

Key Associates
Wayne Wilson-Broker

41
...a11
OWNER WANTS OFFER!
2 BR cottage on acre wooded lot near
Kentucky Lake. Offered now at only $15,800
Charming

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

HANDYMAN
Carpentry
plumbing electncal masonry, roofing Large or
small ?obis Quality work at
good prices Free esti
mates
753-1550,
evenings

At the corner of Chestnut & North 3rd St., Murray, Ky.
Nice 2 bedroom - one bath - living room - eat-In kitchen - utility room - gas heat
on 1st floor - large room upstairs - full basement with garage & work area
Terms: 20% down day of sale, balance In 30 days with passing of deed.

.5

S -n- S POOLS
Above And In Ground
Service
Decks
Supplies
Patios
John Smith
Paul Smith
(502) 382-2733 (502) 489-2156

ATTENTION
FARMERS

Vans

Price & Payment Displayed
Each Vehicle

3500sq ft 1 -story brick at
1306 Doran Rd., Irv., din.,
den wNault. coil. & wd.
burn. fp , 3 full baths, 3
bdrms widress area, exercise & Jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
Ig kit. & breakfast area
w/pantry, laund. rm., lg. 2
car garage. Ig attractive
brick & quarry tile patio, 1g
lot (150x225') phone
753-0335 after 600 P.M

37 HOUSEBOAT, fiberglas hull. 350 Chevrolet I/O,
5KW gen Fully equipped,
marine video Air, tv, microwave Call 436-2289

4 wheel drive 4wheeler, Harmony,
Bicep, Liquid Nitrogen application.

1974 DODGE Van $250
Call after 5pm, 753-9227

CARS
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn .'4987
'88 Ford Festiva L
'3987
'87 Chevy Eurosport Wgn'4987
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'3987
'87 Plym Horizon
'3987
'87 Olds Cutlass Ciera '4987
'86 Mustang LX
14987
'88 Cavalier Wgn.
'3487
'86 Plym Caravelle SE.'4987
'Et Mercury Lynx GS Wgn .14487
'86 Pontiac Sunbird
'4987
'86 Chrysler LeBaron '4987
'85 Pontiac Fero CT '4987
'85 Nissan Stanza..... '4987
'84 Datsun Wgn
.... '2987
'82 AMC Eagle .......
81 Toyota Carolla
'2987
TRUCKS
'87 GMC S15
'4987
'84 Dodge Van
'3987
'82 Ford Van
'3987
'81 Ford 350
'3987
'81 Ford Van
'77 Chevy Van
/487

1989 CHAMPION 18'4'
dual console raised deck,
175 Mercury, tandem
trailer Extended warranty
$14,000 354 8986

A 1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also tree esti1983 CUTLASS Brougham mates 35 years
expen
V8 $3200 Days 492-8305, enc.. Glen Joiner owner
nights after 5pm 753-5447 753-0906
1984 BUICK Park Avenue APPLIANCE SERVICE
Phone Southland Financial Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Services 753-2727
Whirlpool 30 years experi1984 FORD Tempo GL 5 ence Used Appliances
speed, 4 door, blue 80,000 Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
miles $2500 753-7636

Financing On The Spot
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars

1986 1711 INVADER 140hp
MerCruiser I/O Approximately 50 hours 753-7192

1980 FORD LTD 4 door
Good condition, $950 See
at Ruthie's University Gulf
or call 753-9181 or
753-8124 after 5pm

1988 TAURUS GL. 58xxx
miles, V-6 437-4723
Farms
For &Me

COMPLETE touring padsage 21tt Starcraft selfcontained travel trailer and
1975 LTD out fitted for towing All in excellent condibon $3500 firm Will sell
trailer separate 753 8019

1985 HARRIS float boa
28ft pontoon 90hp Evin
rude 4.36-2397

350
• Modern. assigned
equipment
•Stable company
•Customer focused
environment

21ft
Yellowstone
753-9721

d911

1985 OLDSMOBILE 98
Regency Broughm 58,000
miles, excellent condition
$7350 Call after 6pm
753-8099

. (City, Tractor-Trailer)

Benefits
• Excellent wag
• home eery day
• Profit, stock. and
gain shanng plan
• Family insurance plan

1982 VIRAGO 750, low
miles, excellent condition,
$1100 or will consider trade
for truck 762 4003

Usid
care

Hand
wash,
clean interior &
dress tires

PRIME 2 acre corner building lot near the lake Over
200 Scotch pines Just reduced to $8000 Phone
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222

DRIVERS

Washed

PROPERTIES

NEW Condominiums For
Sale 3 bedrooms 2 baths
1,380sq ft plus garage, all
appliances included plus
many other extras For
more information phone
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

WALK to lake from this
3BR, 1'4 bath home with
central H/A, fireplace, full
basement with garage
Very close to lake resort
boat dock facilities 3 miles
north of Paris Landing
State Park toward Murray,
Ky Priced in the $40's Call
Jimmy Oliver affiliate
broker Moody Realty Co
1-800-642-5093 or nights
901-642-7626

Hand
Only

1982 750 YAMAHA Virago
Mint condition 3000 miles
new custom windshield
new leather type saddlebags new Harley style
rumbler exhaust $1600
753 7585

South 12th St., Murray., Ky. - 753-3263

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144 - 1,”in Gro‘c. I.
"1/y
Docktet Coy, it Poss."

753-1222

• Si
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Judge sequesters Poindexter jury
after phone calls from reporters

OBITUARIES
Clayton Bill Adams

Richard.Cheek
Richard Cheek, 24, died Tuesday
at 12:30 a.m. at his home on Rt. 5,
Murray.
He was employed by Swift
Roofing Co., Murray. He was born
April 7, 1965, in Morgan County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Melissa Brickly Cheek, to whom
he Was married on July 22, 1984;
two daughters, Terya Nicole Cheek
and Britney Mechell Cheek, Rt. 5,
Murray his father, Abbott Cheek,
Cynthia; his mother, Mrs. Rella
Wilson and husband, Marion, Rt. 5,
Murray.
Also surviving are two sisters,
Mrs. Charles (Cherry) Brown and
Mrs. Mike (Lisa) Landis, Rt. 5,
Murray; two brothers, Steven Scott,
Fairborn, Ohio, and Greg Scott, Rt.
5, Murray; his grandmother, Mrs.
Anna Helton, West Liberty;
parents-in-law, Eddie and Joann
Hail, Murray; brothers-in-law,

Timmy 13fickly and Billy Brickly,
Rt. 5, Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev.
Tom Clendenon will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 4 to 8 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Otis Osbron
Otis Osbron, 77, of Hamlin diet.
today at 2:10 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was a retired welder.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Opal S. Kuykendall
Services for Mrs. Opal S. Kuy- 11:40 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
kendall are today at 2 p.m. at Sink- County Hospital.
She is survived by one son,
ing Spring Baptist Church. The
Rev. Buron Richerson and the Rev. James Kuykendall and wife, Ora,
Melvin Doughty are officiating. Rt. 7, Murray; daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Freda Kuykendall, Paducah;
Mrs. Oneida White is organist and
sisters, Mrs. Chester Weathertwo
soloist.
Pallbearers are Lowell Key, ford, Mayfield-, and Mrs. Dimple
Steve Knott, Dub Hurt, Mark Pas- Hayes, Paris, Tenn.; two brothers,
chall, Sonny Lockhart and John Tolbert Story and Polk Story,
Puryear, Tenn.; two grandchildren,
Lax.
Debbie Darnell and-hustrand,BurT roiruw in tlie-cliurchGene,
and Michael Kuykendall and
cemetery with arrangements by
wife,
Regina; four greatMurray.
of
Home
Miller Funeral
Mrs. Kuykendall, 86, of 1201 grandchildren; one great-greatKirkwood, Murray. died Sunday at grandchild.

Lewis V. Campbell
The funeral for Lewis V. Campbell will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Fr. Pete Sharkey will
officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 6 p.m. tonight
(Tuesday).
Mr. Campbell, 88, formerly of

Murray. died Sunday at 9:55 p.m.
at St. Luke's Hospital, Houston,
Texas.
He is survived by two sons, Gerald V. Campbell, Houston, and
James R. Campbell and wife,
Mary, Escondido, Calif.; two
grandchildren, Katherine Campbell
and Steven Campbell.

Skull fragment at site
halts museum building
CLARKSVILLE, Ind. (AP) —
Archaeologists will check for evidence of Indian graves after a skull
fragment was found at the Ohio
River site of a planned state
museum, officials say.
A handful of Indians remained
camped at the site Monday to show
their concern that graves would be
disturbed during construction of the
museum overlooking a river fossil
bed. The Indians' vigil has lasted
two weeks.
"This week we're not going to
do any work there at all to give the
Division of Archaeology time to
figure out where we go from
here," said Gerald Pagac, director
of the Indiana Division of State
Parks.
"They'll make a recommendation asto wether we can continue
what we were doing — hauling
away debris from three homes that

Aere demolished at the site," he
said.
The bone was found last Tuesday. Cleanup work at the site just
across the river from Louisville,
Ky., was halted Friday to allow
state archaeologists to study the
area.
It is possible but appears unlikely that an Indian burial ground is
located there, Pagac said.
Gary Ellis, the state's senior
archaeologist, said the bone was
definitely human and likely
prehistoric.
He said he would recommend
further testing of the site, but cleanup work could probably resume in
about two weeks, with an
archaeologist there to oversee it.
Members of the American Indian
Movement have asked for a written
promise from the state that graves
won't be disturbed.

Board urges more money for arts
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
State governments can effectively promote the arts by providing
more financial support for arts
organizations and comprehensive
arts education, a new report by the
Southern Growth Policies Board
says.
The report, titled The Economic
Impact of Southern Arts and Culture, said states can increase local
business activity and create jobs in
tourism and related industries by
supporting rural and minority
artists.
Of the 14 southern states and territories in the board's region, only
Florida and Puerto Rico exceeded
the national average for per capita
appropriations to state arts agencies

in 1990, and such appropriations
declined in six states, the report
said.
Also suggested were support for
individual artists, encouragement
of private arts support and involvement of arts agencies in comprehensive economic development
planning.

GM

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Keep The Grrist GM Feeling WItti Genwne GM Part.

4•44L44e•4********•

1989 SWB
Blue, 5 speed. loaded

'11,900'
1
4L•4•4R41••**-•4.4**11/0
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Rachel Morgan Adams; three
daughters, Mrs. Mary Barrow and
husband, Hal, and Mrs. Sue Lax
and husband, Kenneth, RL 6, Murray, and Mrs. Debbie Cagle and
husband, Douglas, Murray; one
son, Clayton Dale Adams and wife,
Debbie, Rt. 5, Murray; daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Nancy Self, Woodriver,
111.; two sisters, Mrs. Linda Jordan,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Sue Brewer,
Billings, Mont.; two brothers, Ted
Adams, Chicago, Ill., and Andy
Adams, Mayfieid; 16 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.

Rayburn Lyles Arnett
Rayburn Lyles Arnett, 62, of 811
North Ilth St., Mayfield, died Sunday at 11:25 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was a former employee of
Modine Manufacturing Co., Paducah. He was the son of the late
Phillip Amen and Lila Ruth Smith
Arnett.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dora Arnett; two sons, Gary

Arnett, Wingo, and Jackie Arnett,
Mayfield; three brothers, Robert
Arnett, Mayfield, Rudy Arnett,
Farmington, and Mason Arnett,
Symsonia; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home. The Rev. Gary Frizzell will officiate. Burial will follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

By MICHAEL MORAN
Associated Press Writer

PARK RIDGE, N.J. — The Berlin Wall, the Warsaw Pact and
other legacies of World War II are
fading fast, but some things live in
infamy, as Sony Corp. of America
was recently reminded.
The Japanese electronics company acknowledged Monday that it
apologized to a customer for using
Dec. 7 — the date of Japan's attack
on Pearl Harbor — as an example
in an owners manual explaining
how to set the date on its videocassette recorders.
Sony's apology came in response
to a complaint by Scott L. Edelheit,
a Boca Raton, Fla., man who said
his father was killed at Pearl Harbor in 1941.
The date was .inadvertently used
in the Japanese-printed manual for
a VCR Edelheit had bought, said
Jason Farrow, a spokesman at
Sony's U.S. headquarters in Park
Ridge.
"We try to be sensitive on these
issues," he said. "It would be irrational for anyone to think that a
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home from jury deliberations. He
said she wanted to know when the
jury would deliver a verdict. He
hung up on her, but she called
back. He hung up again, he
testified.
Greene said he was told the
reporter had just come to the
United States from Lebanon and
didn't know the "ground rules."
Greene called that "a lame
excuse."

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
jurors deliberating Iran-Contra
charges against John Poindexter
were contacted by the news media,
the trial judge disclosed today. He
ordered the jury sequestered
because of the "irresponsible behaVior of the press."
U.S. District Judge Harold
Greene said the jurors hung up on
the reporters. They were "alert and
intelligent," he said.
Greene ruled that the jurors, Leroy Witherspoon and William Harris, would continue to participate in
the deliberations, which began
Monday. Poindex.ler's lawyer,
Richard Beckler, said he had no
objection.
The judge said that "some now
might think this" contact during
jury deliberations "was an obstruction of justice. I will think about
that."
Witherspoon told a hearing today
that Washington Post reporter Nora
Boustany telephoned him late Monday afternoon just as he arrived

Lava
threatens
KALAPANA, Hawaii (AP) —
Lava from Kilauea Volcano on
Monday flowed toward a subdivision of 83 homes in this coastal
town, and authorities ordered most
of the residents to evacuate by
nightfall.
The slow-moving flow was half
a mile from Kalapana Gardens
Subdivision in the morning. A lava
flow in 1986 destroyed dozens of
homes in the same area.
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Court Square
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investment is you.

Stock Market
Prices as or 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+13.29
Industrial Average
I.B.M.
2700.45
Previous Close
Ingersoll Rand
51% -V.
Air Products
Kmirt.
33% B 34% A
A.T.C.-Class A
Kroger
41% +%
AT&T
McDonalds
Bank of Murray -122% B 150A
JCPenney
Bell South
_ 54% +%
Quaker Oats
30% unc
Briggs & Stratton
Sears
16% +%
Chrysler
Snap-On Tools
33% +5'.
CSX Corp
Texaco
31 +%
Dean Foods
Time-Warner
8% B 9A
Dollar Geo. Store
UST
46% +%
Exxon
Wal-Mart
47% -%
Ford
Woolworth
455'. unc
General Motors
C.E.F. Yield
41% +%
Goodrich

company that does 25 percent of its
business in the United States would
ever intentionally do anything like
that."
Farrow said Sony had not determined whether the mistake
occurred at its Tokyo office or
whether the date was changed by
the printer.

Poore changes
name just for
the elections
BURLINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Voters won't have any difficulty
identifying Floyd Poore's profession if he makes the race for the
Democratic gubernatorial nomination next year.
He has a new name, "Dr. Floyd
G. Poore," just for the campaign.
The northern Kentucky physician
said he believes that will boost his
image.
A former aide to two governors,
he recently had his name changed
in Boone District Court. Poore's
given name is Floyd Gene Poore.

3614 +Y,
106% +%
54% +%
34% -%
12% +5'.
31% unc
68 -%
48% +1 1/.
39% +%
335', -%
59% +%
93% +%
27% +%
475', unc63 +%
7.61

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not
pay.$592 on Part A;$75 on Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8

p.m.

Re-Opening
To show our appreciation for your patience during our
remodeling, we are extending this invitationfor you to come by
during the week of April 2-9 and help us celebrate.

Featuring:
• Custom

Framing & Prints

• Hyklas Paints: Premium Quality at a Competitive
Price
• West Kentucky's Only Selection of Unfinished
Furniture
• In Stock Wallpaper at Everyday Discounted Prices
• Carpet & Floor Coverings

Hog Market
Federa1-Siate Markel News SerOce April 1, PM Kentucky Ptrchwe arta Hog &brie( Report Includes 5 Buying Stations Reoriptc Act 44t FAIt. 401 Barrows & Gita
25-30 tvg,her, Sows .511.L00 higher
S5100-5130
IS 1.2 226230 lbs
$49.46-51.00
LS 1-2 204-2:11
S3675.51.2.5
LS 2-3 n62.50
$49.75-9275
IS 34 2SO-re lbs
Saws
SrA10-46011
US 1-2 V0-354 Ai
61.13/6630
LS 1-3 31141111 tie
$44.51147.00
US 1-3 404325
341100.52-00
LS 1-3 525 and up
$4.3.110-44.10
LS 2-3 31101.301 tie
Ikon S3/.00.42,00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.
GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Final rites for Clayton Bill
Adams were Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Charlie Arnett and Hayes
Grady officiated.
Pallbearers were John David,
Pierceall, Timmy Adams, Dallas
Adams, Rodney Key, Frankie
Rogers and Bryon Ferguson. Burial
was in Coldwater Church of Christ
Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, 66, Murray, died
Saturday at 6:55 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
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FREE
Register for a
FREE 26"x32"
Framed Print
Valued at '175'
to be given away
April 9.
No Purchase Necessary
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"Service at Competitive Prices"

Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-3642

